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This paper shows how a large class of interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems can be solved precisely in polynomial time.
The only restrictions are that the set of dataflow facts is a finite set, and that the dataflow functions distribute over the conflu-
ence operator (either union or intersection). This class of problems includes—but is not limited to—the classical separable
problems (also known as “gen/kill” or “bit-vector” problems)—e.g., reaching definitions, available expressions, and live vari-
ables. In addition, the class of problems that our techniques handle includes many non-separable problems, including truly-
live variables, copy constant propagation, and possibly-uninitialized variables.

A novel aspect of our approach is that an interprocedural dataflow-analysis problem is transformed into a special kind of
graph-reachability problem (reachability along interprocedurally realizable paths). The paper presents three polynomial-time
algorithms for the realizable-path reachability problem: an exhaustive version, a second exhaustive version that may be more
appropriate in the incremental and/or interactive context, and a demand version. The first and third of these algorithms are
asymptotically faster than the best previously known realizable-path reachability algorithm.

An additional benefit of our techniques is that they lead to improved algorithms for two other kinds of interprocedural-
analysis problems: interprocedural flow-sensitive side-effect problems (as studied by Callahan) and interprocedural program
slicing (as studied by Horwitz, Reps, and Binkley).
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1. Introduction

This paper shows how to find precise (i.e., meet-over-all-valid-paths) solutions to a large class of interprocedural
dataflow-analysis problems in polynomial time. We giv e several efficient algorithms for solving a large subclass
of interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems in the framework proposed by Sharir and Pnueli [31]. Our tech-
niques also apply to the extension of the Sharir-Pnueli framework proposed by Knoop and Steffen, which covers
programs in which recursive procedures may have local variables and call-by-value parameters [21].

Our techniques apply to all problem instances in the above-mentioned interprocedural frameworks in which
the set of dataflow facts D is a finite set, and where the dataflow functions (which are in 2D → 2D) distribute over
the confluence operator (either union or intersection, depending on the problem). This class of problems—which
we will call the interprocedural, finite, distributive, subset problems, or IFDS problems, for short—includes, but
is not limited to, the classical separable problems (also known as “gen/kill” or “bit-vector” problems)—e.g.,
reaching definitions, available expressions, and live variables; however, the class also includes many non-
separable problems, including truly-live variables [12], copy constant propagation [11, pp. 660], and possibly-
uninitialized variables. (These problems are defined in Appendix A.)
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Our approach involves transforming a dataflow problem into a special kind of graph-reachability problem
(reachability along interprocedurally realizable paths), which is then solved by an efficient graph algorithm. In
contrast with ordinary reachability problems in directed graphs (e.g., transitive closure), realizable-path reacha-
bility problems involve some constraints on which paths are considered. A realizable path mimics the call-return
structure of a program’s execution, and only paths in which “returns” can be matched with corresponding “calls”
are considered. We show that the problem of finding a precise (i.e., meet-over-all-valid-paths) solution to an
instance of an IFDS problem can be solved by solving an instance of a realizable-path reachability problem.

The most important aspects of our work can be summarized as follows:

• In Section 3, we show that all IFDS problems can be solved precisely by transforming them to realizable-
path reachability problems.

• In Sections 4, 5, and 6, we present three new polynomial-time algorithms for the realizable-path reachability
problem. Two of the algorithms are asymptotically faster than the best previously known algorithm for the
problem [18]. One of these algorithms permits demand interprocedural dataflow analysis to be carried out.
The remaining algorithm, although asymptotically not as fast in all cases as the other two, may be the pre-
ferred method in the incremental and/or interactive context (see below).

• The three realizable-path reachability algorithms are adaptive, with asymptotically better performance when
they are applied to common kinds of problem instances that have restricted form. For example, there is an
asymptotic improvement in the algorithms’ performance for the common case of “locally separable” prob-
lems—the interprocedural versions of the classical separable problems.

• Imprecise answers to interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems could be obtained by treating each interpro-
cedural dataflow-analysis problem as if it were essentially one large intraprocedural problem. In graph-
reachability terminology, this amounts to considering all paths versus considering only the interprocedurally
realizable paths. For the IFDS problems, we can bound the extra cost needed to obtain the more precise
(realizable-path) answers. In the distributive case, the “penalty” is a factor of |D|, where D is the set under-
lying the dataflow lattice 2D: the running time of our realizable-path reachability algorithm is O(E |D|3),
where E is the size of the program’s control-flow graph, whereas all-paths reachability solutions can be found
in time O(E |D|2). However, in the important special case of locally separable problems, there is no penalty at
all—both kinds of solutions can be obtained in time O(E |D|).

• In Section 6, we present a demand algorithm for answering individual realizable-path reachability queries.
With this algorithm, information from previous queries can be accumulated and used to compute the answers
to later queries, thereby further reducing the amount of work performed to answer subsequent queries. Fur-
thermore, the total cost of any request sequence that poses all possible queries is no more than the cost of a
single run of the exhaustive realizable-path reachability algorithm from Section 4.

• It is possible to perform a kind of “compression transformation” that turns an IFDS problem into a com-
pressed problem whose size is related to the number of call sites in the program. Compression is particularly
useful when dealing with the incremental and/or interactive context, where the program undergoes a sequence
of small changes, after each of which dataflow information is to be reported. The advantage of the compres-
sion technique stems from two factors:
(i) It may be possible to solve the compressed version more efficiently than the original uncompressed

problem. The speed-up factor depends on the total number of “program points” and the total number of
call sites.

(ii) It is possible to reuse the compressed structure for each unchanged procedure, and thus only changed
procedures need to be re-compressed. In the incremental and/or interactive context changes are ordinar-
ily made to no more than a small percentage of a program’s procedures.

• Callahan has given algorithms for several “interprocedural flow-sensitive side-effect problems”[6]. As we
will see in Section 7, these problems are (from a certain technical standpoint) of a slightly different character
from the IFDS dataflow-analysis problems. However, with small adaptations the algorithms from Sections 4,
5, and 6 can be applied to these problems. Tw o of the algorithms are asymptotically faster than the algorithm
given by Callahan. In addition, each of our algorithms handles a natural generalization of Callahan’s prob-
lems (which are locally separable problems) to a class of distributive flow-sensitive side-effect problems.

• The realizable-path reachability problem is also the heart of the problem of interprocedural program slicing,
and the fastest previously known algorithm for the problem is the one given by Horwitz, Reps, and Binkley
[18]. The realizable-path reachability algorithms described in this paper yield improved interprocedural-
slicing algorithms—ones whose running times are asymptotically faster than the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley
algorithm.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the IFDS framework for distributive
interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems. Section 3 shows how the problems in the IFDS framework can be
formulated as graph-reachability problems. Section 4 presents the first of our three algorithms for the realizable-
path reachability problem. Section 5 discusses an alternative algorithm for the realizable-path reachability prob-
lem that, while asymptotically slower than the algorithm from Section 4, may be the algorithm of choice in cer-
tain situations. Section 6 discusses demand interprocedural dataflow analysis, and presents an efficient algorithm
for the problem. Section 7 describes how our techniques can be adapted to yield new algorithms for interproce-
dural flow-sensitive side-effect analysis and interprocedural program slicing. Section 8 discusses related work.
Appendix A defines several dataflow-analysis problems that are distributive but not separable. Appendix B pro-
vides an index of the terms and notation used in the paper.

2. The IFDS Framework for Distributive Interprocedural Dataflow-Analysis Problems

The IFDS framework is a variant of Sharir and Pnueli’s “functional approach” to interprocedural dataflow analy-
sis [31], with an extension similar to the one given by Knoop and Steffen in order to handle programs in which
recursive procedures may have local variables and parameters [21]. These frameworks generalize Kildall’s con-
cept of the “meet-over-all-paths” solution of an intraprocedural dataflow-analysis problem [20] to the “meet-
over-all-valid-paths” solution of an interprocedural dataflow-analysis problem.

The IFDS framework is designed to be as general as possible (in particular, to support languages with proce-
dure calls, parameters, and both global and local variables). Any problem that can be specified in this framework
can be solved efficiently using our algorithms; semantic correctness is an orthogonal issue. A problem designer
who wishes to take advantage of our results has two obligations: (i) to encode the problem so that it meets the
conditions of our framework; (ii) to show that the encoding is consistent with the programming language’s
semantics.

To specify the IFDS framework, we need the following definitions of graphs used to represent programs:

Definition 2.1. Define the set { G0, G1, . . . , Gk } to be a collection of flow graphs, where each G p is a directed
graph corresponding to a procedure of the program, and G p = (N p, E p, s p, e p). The node sets N p,
p ∈{ 0, . . . , k }, are pairwise disjoint, as are the edge sets E p. Node s p is the unique start node of G p; node e p is
the unique exit node of G p. Every procedure call contributes two nodes: a call node and a return-site node.
Call p ⊆ N p and Ret p ⊆ N p are the sets of G p’s call and return-site nodes, respectively.

G p’s edges are divided into two disjoint subsets: E p = E0
p ∪ E1

p; an edge (m, n) ∈ E0
p is an ordinary control-

flow edge—it represents a direct transfer of control from one node to another; an edge (m, n) ∈ E1
p iff m is a call

node and n is the corresponding return-site node. (Observe that node n is within p as well—an edge in E1
p does

not run from p to the called procedure, or vice versa.) Without loss of generality, we assume that start nodes
have no incoming edges, and that a return-site node in any G p graph has exactly one incoming edge: the E1

p edge
from the corresponding call node.

We define the super-graph G* as follows: G* = (N *, E*, smain), where N * =
p ∈{ 0, ..., k }

∪ N p and

E* = E0 ∪ E1 ∪ E2, where E0 =
p ∈{ 0, ..., k }

∪ E0
p is the collection of all ordinary control-flow edges,

E1 =
p ∈{ 0, ..., k }

∪ E1
p is the collection of all edges linking call nodes with their respective return-site nodes, and an

edge (m, n) ∈ E2 represents either a call edge or a return edge. Edge (m, n) ∈ E2 is a call edge iff m is a call
node and n is the start node of the called procedure; edge (m, n) ∈ E2 is a return edge iff m is an exit node of
some procedure p and n is a return-site node for a call on p. A call edge (m, s p) and return edge (eq, n) corre-
spond to each other if p = q and (m, n) ∈ E1.

We identify four special classes of nodes in super-graph G*:

• Call, the set of all call nodes, defined as
p ∈{ 0, ..., k }

∪ Call p;

• Ret, the set of all return-site nodes, defined as
p ∈{ 0, ..., k }

∪ Ret p;

• Start, the set of all start nodes, defined as { s p | p ∈{ 0, . . . , k } };

• Exit, the set of all exit nodes, defined as { e p | p ∈{ 0, . . . , k } }.

Finally, we define the following functions:

• source: E* → N *, where source(m, n) =df m.

• target: E* → N *, where target(m, n) =df n.
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• For i ∈{ 0, 1, 2 }, succi: N * → 2N *
, where succi(m) =df { n | (m, n) ∈ E i };

• For i ∈{ 0, 1, 2 }, pred i: N * → 2N *
, where pred i(n) =df { m | (m, n) ∈ E i };

• fg: N * → { 0, . . . , k }, where fg(n) =df p iff n ∈ N p;

• calledProc: Call → { 0, . . . , k }, where calledProc(n) =df p iff n represents a call on procedure p;

• callers: { 0, . . . , k } → 2Call , where callers(p) =df { n | calledProc(n) = p }.

Source and target map edges to their endpoints; pred and succ map nodes to their predecessors and successors,
respectively; fg maps a node to the index of its corresponding flow graph; calledProc maps a call node to the
index of the called procedure; callers maps a procedure index to the set of call nodes that call that procedure.

Example. Figure 1 shows an example program and its super graph G*. Edges in E0 are shown using solid
arrows; edges in E1 are shown using bold arrows; edges in E2 are shown using dotted arrows.

program main
begin
declare x, y: integer
read(x)
call P(x, y)

end

procedure P(a, b: integer)
begin
if (a > 0) then
read(b)
a : = a − b
call P(a, b)
print(a, b)

fi
end

ENTER P

s
P

IF a > 0

n4

ENTER main

s
main

READ(x)

n1

CALL P

n2

RETURN
FROM P

n3

EXIT main

e
main

RETURN
FROM P

n8

EXIT P

e
P

CALL P

n7

n6

a := a - b

n5

READ(b)

PRINT(a,b)

n9

(a) Example program (b) Its super-graph G*

Figure 1. An example program and its super-graph G*. Edges in E0 are shown using solid arrows; edges in E1 are shown us-
ing bold arrows; edges in E2 are shown using dotted arrows.
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Definition 2.2. A path of length j from node m to node n is a sequence of j edges, which will be denoted by
[e1, e2, . . . , e j] (or by [m: e1, e2, . . . , e j : n] when we wish to emphasize the path’s endpoints m = source(e1) and
n = target(e j)), such that for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j − 1, target(ei) = source(ei + 1). The empty path from m to m (of
length 0) will be denoted by [m: ε : m]. For each m, n ∈ N *, we denote the set of all paths in G* from m to n by
pathG*(m, n).

The notion of an “interprocedurally valid path” captures the idea that not all paths in G* represent potential
execution paths:

Definition 2.3. Let each call node in G* be given a unique index in the range [1 . . |Call|]. For each such indexed
call node ci , label ci’s outgoing E2 edge (ci , scalledProc(ci)) by the symbol “(i”. Label the corresponding return
edge (ecalledProc(ci), succ1(ci)) by the symbol “)i”.

For each m, n ∈ N p, we denote the set of all same-level interprocedurally valid paths in G* that lead from m
to n by SLIVP(m, n). A path q ∈pathG*(m, n) is in SLIVP(m, n) iff the sequence of symbols labeling the E2

edges in the path is a string in the language of balanced parentheses generated from nonterminal matched by the
following context-free grammar:

matched → matched matched
| (i matched )i for 1 ≤ i ≤ |Call|
| ε

For each m, n ∈ N *, we denote the set of all interprocedurally valid paths in G* that lead from m to n by
IVP(m, n). A path q ∈pathG*(m, n) is in IVP(m, n) iff the sequence of symbols labeling the E2 edges is a string
in the language generated from nonterminal valid in the following grammar (where matched is as defined
above):

valid → matched (i valid for 1 ≤ i ≤ |Call|
| matched

We are primarily interested in IVP(smain, n), the set of interprocedurally valid paths from smain to n.

Example. In super-graph G* shown in Figure 1, the path

[(smain, n1), (n1, n2), (n2, s p), (s p, n4), (n4, e p), (e p, n3)]

is a (same-level) interprocedurally valid path; however, the path

[(smain, n1), (n1, n2), (n2, s p), (s p, n4), (n4, e p), (e p, n8)]

is not an interprocedurally valid path because the return edge (e p, n8) does not correspond to the preceding call
edge (n2, s p).

In the formulation of the IFDS dataflow-analysis framework (see Definition 2.4 below), the same-level valid
paths from m to n will be used to capture the transmission of effects from m to n, where m and n are in the same
procedure, via sequences of execution steps during which the call stack may temporarily grow deeper—because
of calls—but never shallower than its original depth, before eventually returning to its original depth. The valid
paths from smain to n will be used to capture the transmission of effects from smain, the program’s start node, to n
via some sequence of execution steps. Note that, in general, such an execution sequence will end with some
number of activation records on the call stack; these correspond to “unmatched” (i’s in a string of language
L(valid).

We now define the notion of an instance of an IFDS problem:

Definition 2.4. An instance IP of an interprocedural, finite, distributive, subset problem (or IFDS problem, for
short) is a nine-tuple:

IP = (G*, D, F , B, T , M , Tr, C, )

where

(i) G* is a super-graph as defined in Definition 2.1.

(ii) D = { D0, D1, . . . , Dk } is a collection of finite sets.

(iii) F = { F0, F1, . . . , Fk } is a collection of sets of distributive functions such that F p ⊆ 2D p → 2D p .
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(iv) B is a positive constant that bounds the “bandwidth” for the transmission of dataflow information between
procedures (see clause (v)).

(v) T = { Ti, j | i, j ∈{ 0, . . . , k } }  is a collection of sets of distributive functions such that T p, q ⊆ 2D p → 2Dq

and with the following further restrictions:

a. For all t ∈T p, q and x ∈ D p, |t({ x }) − t(∅)| ≤ B;

b. For all t ∈T p, q and y ∈ Dq, if y ∉ t(∅) then |{ x | y ∈ t({ x }) }| ≤ B.

(vi) M : (E0 ∪ E1) →
i ∈{ 0, ..., k }

∪ Fi is a map from G*’s E0 and E1 edges to dataflow functions, such that

(m, n) ∈ E p implies that M(m, n) ∈ F p.

(vii) Tr: E2 →
i, j ∈{ 0, ..., k }

∪ Ti, j is a map from G*’s call and return edges to dataflow functions such that

(m, n) ∈ E2 implies that Tr(m, n) ∈T fg(m), fg(n).

(viii) C ⊆ D0 is a distinguished value associated with node smain of G*.

(ix) The meet operator  is either union or intersection.

A few words of explanation to clarify Definition 2.4 are called for. One factor that complicates the definitions
of clauses (ii), (iii), (v), (vi), and (vii) is that there is potentially a different dataflow domain 2D p for each proce-
dure p. Thus, for example, D is a collection of finite sets { D0, D1, . . . , Dk }, where each D p is associated with
procedure p. In addition,

• F is a collection of sets of functions; each F p contains the dataflow functions for procedure p.
• T is also a collection of sets of functions; each T p, q contains the “transfer” functions for mapping between

the domain 2D p of procedure p and the domain 2Dq of procedure q. Typically, the functions of T p, q represent
binding changes necessary for transmitting dataflow information from procedure p to procedure q.

• Map M labels each E0
p and E1

p edge with a function of the appropriate type (i.e., in 2D p → 2D p ).
• Map Tr labels each E2 edge with a function of the appropriate type (i.e., in 2D p → 2Dq ).

The constant B is a parameter that represents the “bandwidth” of the functions in T for mapping dataflow infor-
mation between different scopes. In the worst case, B is

p
max |D p |, but it is typically a small constant, and for

many problems it is 1. For example, B is 1 when the D p are sets of variable names and the functions in T map
the names of one scope to corresponding names of another scope. (We will postpone further discussion of B and
conditions (v)a and (v)b until after Definition 3.8 in Section 3.2.)

Finally, the distinguished value C of clause (viii) represents the special dataflow value associated with the pro-
gram’s start node—the dataflow facts that hold before execution begins.

Example. The super-graph from Figure 1, annotated with the dataflow functions for the “possibly-
uninitialized variables” problem, is shown in Figure 2. The “possibly-uninitialized variables” problem is to
determine, for each node n ∈ N *, the set of program variables that may be uninitialized when execution reaches
n. A variable x is possibly uninitialized at n either if there is an x-definition-free valid path to n or if there is a
valid path to n on which the last definition of x uses some variable y that itself is possibly uninitialized. For
example, the dataflow function associated with edge (n6, n7) shown in Figure 2 adds a to the set of possibly-
uninitialized variables if either a or b is in the set of possibly-uninitialized variables before node n6. In this
problem instance B = 1, the meet operator is union, and the special value C associated with smain is ∅. (The
dataflow function associated with edge (smain, n1) puts all variables into the possibly-uninitialized set at n1.)

Definition 2.5. Let IP = (G*, D, F , B, T , M , Tr, C, ) be an IFDS problem instance, and let q = [e1, e2, . . . , e j]
be a non-empty path in pathG*(m, n). The path function that corresponds to q, denoted by pfq, is the function

pfq =df f j
. . . f2 f1,

where for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j,

fi =




M(ei)

Tr(ei)

if ei ∈(E0 ∪ E1)

if ei ∈ E2

The path function for an empty path [m: ε : m] is the identity function, λ x . x.
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λ S.S-{x}

λ S.{}

λ S.S

λ S.S

λ S.S

λ S.S

λ S.{}

λ S.S

λ S.S-{b}

λ S.S

ENTER P

s
P

IF a > 0

n4

ENTER main

s
main

READ(x)

n1

CALL P

n2

RETURN
FROM P

n3

EXIT main

e
main

RETURN
FROM P

n8

EXIT P

e
P

CALL P

n7

n6

a := a - b

n5

READ(b)

PRINT(a,b)

n9

λ S.{x,y}

λ S.if (a   S) or (b   S)
   then S   {a}
   else S-{a}

U
εε

λ S.S[x <- a, y <- b]

λ S.S[a <- x, b <- y] 
λ S.S

λ S.S

Figure 2. The super-graph from Figure 1, annotated with the dataflow functions for the “possibly-uninitialized variables”
problem. The notation S[x <- a, y <- b] denotes the set S with x renamed to a and y renamed to b.

Definition 2.6. Let IP = (G*, D, F , B, T , M , Tr, C, ) be an IFDS problem instance. The meet-over-all-valid-
paths solution to IP consists of the collection of values MVPn defined as follows:

MVPn =
q ∈IVP(smain, n)

 pfq(C) for each n ∈ N *.

Except for Section 3.4, in the remainder of the paper we consider only IFDS problems in which the meet oper-
ator is union. As discussed in Section 3.4, IFDS problems in which the meet operator is intersection can always
be handled by transforming them to the complementary union problem. Informally, if the “must-be-X” problem
is an intersection IFDS problem, then the “may-not-be-X” problem is a union IFDS problem. Furthermore, for
each node n ∈ N *, the solution to the “must-be-X” problem is the complement (with respect to D fg(n)) of the
solution to the “may-not-be-X” problem.

3. Interprocedural Dataflow Analysis as a Graph-Reachability Problem

3.1. Representing Distributive Functions

In this section, we show how to represent distributive functions in 2D1 → 2D2 in a compact fashion—each func-
tion can be represented as a graph with at most (|D1| + 1)(|D2| + 1) edges (or, equivalently, as an adjacency matrix
with at most (|D1| + 1)(|D2| + 1) bits). Throughout this section, we assume that f and g denote functions in
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2D1 → 2D2 and 2D2 → 2D3 , respectively, where D1, D2, and D3 are finite sets, and that f and g distribute over ∪ .

Definition 3.1. The representation relation of f, denoted by R f , is a binary relation (i.e., graph) defined as fol-
lows:

R f ⊆ (D1 ∪ { Λ }) × (D2 ∪ { Λ })
R f =df { (Λ, Λ) }

∪{ (Λ, y) | y ∈ f (∅) }
∪{ (x, y) | y ∈ f ({ x }) and y ∉ f (∅) }.

R f can be thought of as a graph with |D1| + |D2| + 2 nodes, where each node represents an element of D1 or D2

(except for the two Λ nodes, which (roughly) stand for ∅).

Example. The identity function id: 2{ a, b } → 2{ a, b }, defined by id =df λ S . S, is represented as follows:

a

a

Λ

Λ

b

b

id

The constant function a: 2{ a, b } → 2{ a, b }, defined by a =df λ S . { a }, is represented as follows:

a

a

Λ

Λ

b

b

a

The function f: 2{ a, b, c } → 2{ a, b, c }, defined by f =df λ S . (S − { a }) ∪ { b }, is represented as follows:

a

a

Λ

Λ

b

b

f
c

c

Note that a consequence of Definition 3.1 is that edges in representation relations obey a kind of “subsumption
property”. That is, if there is an edge (Λ, y), for y ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }), there is never an edge (x, y), for any x ∈ D1.
For example, in constant-function a, edge (Λ, a) subsumes the need for edges (a, a) and (b, a).

Representation relations—and, in fact, all relations in (D1 ∪ { Λ }) × (D2 ∪ { Λ })—can be thought of as repre-
sentations of functions in 2D1 → 2D2 :

Definition 3.2. The interpretation of a relation R ⊆ (D1 ∪ { Λ }) × (D2 ∪ { Λ }), denoted by [[R]], is the function
defined as follows:

[[R]]: 2D1 → 2D2

[[R]] =df λ X . ({ y | ∃ x ∈ X such that (x, y) ∈ R } ∪ { y | (Λ, y) ∈ R }) − { Λ }.

Theorem 3.3.1 [[R f ]] = f .

1This is similar to Lemma 14 of Cai and Paige [4], but the notion of representation relation defined in Definition 3.1 is different from the one
that Cai and Paige use.
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Proof. We must show that for all X ∈2D1 , [[R f ]](X) = f (X).

f (X) =
x ∈ X
∪ f ({ x }) ∪ f (∅) by the distributivity of f

=
x ∈ X
∪ { y | y ∈ f ({ x }) } ∪ { y | y ∈ f (∅) }

= { y | ∃ x ∈ X such that y ∈ f ({ x }) or y ∈ f (∅) }

[[R f ]](X) = ({ y | ∃ x ∈ X such that (x, y) ∈ R f } ∪ { y | (Λ, y) ∈ R f }) − { Λ }
= ({ y | ∃ x ∈ X such that y ∈ f ({ x }) and y ∉ f (∅) } ∪ { y | y ∈ f (∅) } ∪ { Λ }) − { Λ }
= { y | (∃ x ∈ X such that y ∈ f ({ x }) and y ∉ f (∅)) or y ∈ f (∅) }
= { y | ∃ x ∈ X such that y ∈ f ({ x }) or y ∈ f (∅) }
= f (X)

Our next task is to show how the relational composition of two representation relations R f and Rg relates to
the function composition g f .

Definition 3.4. The composition of two relations R f ⊆ S1 × S2, Rg ⊆ S2 × S3, denoted by R f ; Rg, is defined as
follows:

R f ; Rg ⊆ S1 × S3

R f ; Rg =df { (x, y) ∈S1 × S3 | ∃ z ∈S2 such that (x, z) ∈ R f and (z, y) ∈ Rg }.

Theorem 3.5. For all f ∈2D1 → 2D2 and g ∈2D2 → 2D3 , [[R f ; Rg]] = g f .

Proof.

R f ; Rg = { (x, y) ∈(D1 ∪ { Λ }) × (D3 ∪ { Λ }) | ∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that (x, z) ∈ R f and (z, y) ∈ Rg }

= { (Λ, Λ) }
∪{ (Λ, y) | y ∈ g(∅) }
∪{ (Λ, y) | ∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that z ∈ f (∅) and y ∈ g({ z }) and y ∉ g(∅) }
∪{ (x, y) | ∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that z ∈ f ({ x }) and z ∉ f (∅) and y ∈ g({ z }) and y ∉ g(∅) }

[[R f ; Rg]](X)
= ({ Λ }

∪{ y | y ∈ g(∅) }
∪{ y | ∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that z ∈ f (∅) and y ∈ g({ z }) and y ∉ g(∅) }
∪{ y | ∃ x ∈ X ∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that z ∈ f ({ x }) and z ∉ f (∅) and y ∈ g({ z }) and y ∉ g(∅) }) − { Λ }

= { y | y ∈ g(∅) }
∪{ y | (∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that z ∈ f (∅) and y ∈ g({ z })) or y ∈ g(∅) }
∪{ y | ∃ x ∈ X ∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that z ∈ f ({ x }) and z ∉ f (∅) and y ∈ g({ z }) }

= { y | y ∈ g( f (∅)) }
∪{ y | ∃ x ∈ X ∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that z ∈ f ({ x }) and z ∉ f (∅) and y ∈ g({ z }) }

= { y | (∃ x ∈ X ∃ z ∈(D2 ∪ { Λ }) such that z ∈ f ({ x }) and z ∉ f (∅) and y ∈ g({ z })) or y ∈ g( f (∅)) }

= { y | ∃ x ∈ X such that y ∈ g( f ({ x })) or y ∈ g( f (∅)) }

= (g f )(X)

Corollary 3.6. For all f ∈2D1 → 2D2 and g ∈2D2 → 2D3 , [[R f ; Rg]] = [[Rg]] [[R f ]].

Proof. Follows immediately from Theorems 3.3 and 3.5.

Remark. It should be noted that Theorem 3.5 is stated in terms of [[R f ; Rg]], the interpretation of R f ; Rg. In particular,
Theorem 3.5 does not claim that the following property holds:

For all f ∈2D1 → 2D2 and g ∈2D2 → 2D3 , R f ; Rg ≡ Rg f (†)

In fact, property (†) does not hold for representation relations as we have defined them. This can be seen from the following
example:
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Property (†) does not hold because R f ; Rg contains edge (b, b), which is not found in Rg f . Edge (b, b) does not occur in
Rg f because it is subsumed by edge (Λ, b).

It is not even the case that representation relations are closed under relational composition. In particular, in the above
example, because the edge (b, b) occurs in relation R f ; Rg, R f ; Rg is not the representation relation of any function
h ∈2{ a, b } → 2{ a, b }. There are two reasons why we do not need representation relations to be closed under relational compo-
sition: (i) we have defined the notion of the interpretation of a relation for all relations in (D1 ∪ { Λ }) × (D2 ∪ { Λ }), not just
ones that are representation relations; (ii) as shown by Corollary 3.6, relational composition (;) and functional composition
( ) are related by homomorphism [[ ]].

It would have been possible to work with a different definition of the “representation relation of f ” under which (i) repre-
sentation relations would be closed under relational composition, and (ii) property (†) would hold. In particular, we could
have defined R f as follows:

R f ⊆ (D1 ∪ { Λ }) × (D2 ∪ { Λ })
R f =df { (Λ, Λ) }

∪{ (x, Λ) | x ∈ D1 }
∪{ (Λ, y) | y ∈ f (∅) }
∪{ (x, y) | y ∈ f ({ x }) }.

With this definition of R f , Theorem 3.5 (i.e., f ∈2D1 → 2D2 and g ∈2D2 → 2D3 , [[R f ; Rg]] = g f ) holds as an immediate
corollary of property (†). All of the arguments that we present to demonstrate the correctness of our techniques are based on
Theorem 3.5, and therefore all of our results would continue to hold if we were to use the alternative definition of R f .

One drawback of the alternative definition of R f is that it would cause R f to contain more edges than when R f is defined
as in Definition 3.1, which in turn causes there to be more edges in the realizable-path problems that we construct to solve
interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems (see Definition 3.8 in Section 3.2). Using the alternative definition of representa-
tion relations would not change the asymptotic complexity of our algorithms; however, it would probably degrade the actual
performance of the algorithms. Furthermore, the additional edges would add clutter to the diagrams that we present in subse-
quent sections to illustrate our ideas.

Corollary 3.7. Given a collection of functions fi: 2Di → 2Di + 1 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ j,

f j f j − 1
. . . f2 f1 = [[R f1

; R f2
; . . . ; R f j

]].

Proof. The proof is by induction on j.

Base case. The base case, j = 1, is Theorem 3.3.

Induction step. Assume that the property holds for all j ≤ j ; we need to show that the property holds for j + 1.

f j f j − 1
. . . f2 f1 = [[R f1

; R f2
; . . . ; R f j

]]
f j + 1 f j

. . . f2 f1 = f j + 1 [[R f1
; R f2

; . . . ; R f j
]]

= [[R f j + 1
]] [[R f1

; R f2
; . . . ; R f j

]] by Theorem 3.3
= [[(R f1

; R f2
; . . . ; R f j

); R f j + 1
]] by Corollary 3.6

= [[R f1
; R f2

; . . . ; R f j
; R f j + 1

]] by the associativity of relational composition

3.2. From Dataflow-Analysis Problems to Realizable-Path Reachability Problems

In this section, we show how IFDS problems correspond to a certain kind of graph-reachability problem. In par-
ticular, for each instance IP of an IFDS problem, we construct a graph G#

IP and an instance of what we call a
“realizable-path” reachability problem in G#

IP . This path problem is equivalent to IP, in a well-defined sense that
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is captured by Theorem 3.10 (dataflow-fact d holds at super-graph node n iff there is a “realizable path” from a
node in G#

IP that represents a fact true at the start node of procedure main to the node in G#
IP that represents fact d

at node n).

Definition 3.8. Let IP = (G*, D, F , B, T , M , Tr, C, ∪ ) be an IFDS problem instance. We define the exploded
super-graph for IP, denoted by G#

IP , as follows:

G#
IP = (N #, E#, C#), where

N # =
p ∈{ 0, ..., k }

∪ N #
p, where N #

p = N p × (D p ∪ { Λ }),

E# = { ((m, d1), (n, d2)) | (m, n) ∈(E0 ∪ E1) and (d1, d2) ∈ RM(m, n) }

∪{ ((m, d1), (n, d2)) | (m, n) ∈ E2 and (d1, d2) ∈ RTr(m, n) },

C# = { (smain, c) | c ∈(C ∪ { Λ }) }.

The nodes of G#
IP are pairs of the form (n, d); each node n of N *

p is “exploded” into |D p | + 1 nodes of G#
IP .

Each edge e of E* with dataflow function f is “exploded” into a number of edges of G#
IP according to representa-

tion relation R f . Set C#, consisting of all pairs (smain, c) where c ∈(C ∪ { Λ }), corresponds to the distinguished
value C of problem instance IP; these nodes will be the distinguished sources in the (multi-source) reachability
problem that corresponds to dataflow-problem IP.

Example. The exploded super-graph that corresponds to the instance of the “possibly-uninitialized variables”
problem shown in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3.

We can now clarify the reasons for conditions (v)a and (v)b in Definition 2.4:

(v)a. For all t ∈T p, q and x ∈ D p, |t({ x }) − t(∅)| ≤ B;

(v)b. For all t ∈T p, q and y ∈ Dq, if y ∉ t(∅) then |{ x | y ∈ t({ x }) }| ≤ B.

These conditions ensure that nodes in the representation relations of the transfer functions associated with E2

edges have limited indegree and outdegree. In particular, each node of the form (m, d) where m ∈(Call ∪ Exit)
and d ≠ Λ, has at most B outgoing edges; each node of the form (n, d) where n ∈(Enter ∪ Ret) and d ≠ Λ, has at
most B incoming edges. (There is no restriction on the number of outgoing edges from nodes of the form (m, Λ)
where m ∈(Call ∪ Exit); the definition of representation relations ensures that nodes of the form (n, Λ) where
n ∈(Enter ∪ Ret) hav e at most one incoming edge.)

These restrictions have an impact on the complexity arguments that we make in Sections 4.1, 5.1, and 6.2.
They allow us to giv e more precise bounds using the parameter B rather than the worst-case parameter

p
max |D p |.

Throughout the remainder of the paper, we use the terms “realizable path” and “valid path” to refer to two
related concepts in the super-graph and the exploded super-graph. In both cases, the idea is that not every path
corresponds to a potential execution path: the constraints imposed on paths mimic the call-return structure of a
program’s execution, and only paths in which “returns” can be matched with corresponding “calls” are permitted.
However, the term “valid paths” will always be used in connection with paths in the super-graph, whereas the
term “realizable paths” will always be used in connection with paths in the exploded super-graph.

Definition 3.9. Let G#
IP = (N #, E#, C#) be the exploded super-graph for IFDS problem instance

IP = (G*, D, F , B, T , M , Tr, C, ∪ ). Let each call node in G* be given a  unique index in the range [1 . . |Call|].
For each such indexed call node ci , label the edges of G#

IP that correspond to ci’s outgoing E2 edge
(ci , scalledProc(ci)) (i.e., edges of the form ((ci , d1), (scalledProc(ci), d2))) by the symbol “(i”. Label the edges of G#

IP

that correspond to return edge (ecalledProc(ci), succ1(ci)) (i.e., edges of the form ((ecalledProc(ci), d3), (succ1(ci), d4)))
by the symbol “)i”.

A same-level realizable path in G#
IP is a path such that the sequence of symbols on the labeled edges is a string

in the language of balanced parentheses generated from nonterminal matched of Definition 2.3.
A realizable path in G#

IP is a path such that the sequence of symbols on the labeled edges is a string in the lan-
guage generated from nonterminal valid of Definition 2.3.

As with same-level valid paths, the same-level realizable paths from nodes of the form (m, d1) to nodes of the
form (n, d2), where m and n are in the same procedure, will be used to capture the transmission of effects from m
to n via sequences of execution steps during which the call stack may temporarily grow deeper—because of
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Λ x y
Λ a b

ENTER P

s
P

IF a > 0

n4

ENTER main

s
main

READ(x)

n1

CALL P

n2

RETURN
FROM P

n3

EXIT main

e
main

RETURN
FROM P

n8

EXIT P

e
P

CALL P

n7

n6

a := a - b

n5

READ(b)

PRINT(a,b)

n9

Figure 3. The exploded super-graph that corresponds to the instance of the possibly-uninitialized variables problem shown in
Figure 2. Closed circles represent nodes of G#

IP that are reachable along realizable paths from (smain, Λ) (see Definition 3.9).
Open circles represent nodes not reachable along such paths.

calls—but never shallower than its original depth before eventually returning to its original depth.
As with valid paths, we are primarily interested in realizable paths from the start node (i.e., realizable paths

whose source node is of the form (smain, d1)). The realizable paths from nodes of the form (smain, d1) to nodes of
the form (n, d2) will be used to capture the transmission of effects from smain to n via some sequence of execu-
tion steps.

Example. In the exploded super-graph shown in Figure 3, the path [((smain, Λ), (n1, y)), ((n1, y), (n2, y)),
((n2, y), (s p, b)), ((s p, b), (n4, b)), ((n4, b), (e p, b)), ((e p, b), (n3, y))] is a same-level realizable path; the path
[((smain, Λ), (n1, y)), ((n1, y), (n2, y)), ((n2, y), (s p, b)), ((s p, b), (n4, b))] is a realizable path (but not a same-level
realizable path); the path [((smain, Λ), (n1, y)), ((n1, y), (n2, y)), ((n2, y), (s p, b)), ((s p, b), (n4, b)),
((n4, b), (e p, b)), ((e p, b), (n8, b))] is not a realizable path.

We now turn to the main theorem of this section, Theorem 3.10, which shows that an IFDS problem instance
IP is equivalent to a multi-source realizable-path reachability problem in graph G#

IP . The practical consequence
of this theorem is that we can find the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to IP by solving a multi-source realiz-
able-path reachability problem in graph G#

IP .

Example. In the exploded super-graph shown in Figure 3, which corresponds to the instance of the possibly-
uninitialized variables problem shown in Figure 2, closed circles represent nodes that are reachable along realiz-
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able paths from (smain, Λ). Open circles represent nodes not reachable along realizable paths. Note that nodes
(n8, b) and (n9, b) are reachable only along non-realizable paths from (smain, Λ).

As shown in Theorem 3.10, this information indicates the nodes’ values in the meet-over-all-valid-paths solu-
tion to the dataflow-analysis problem. For instance, in the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution, MVPe p

= { b }.
(That is, variable b is the only possibly-uninitialized variable when execution reaches the exit node of procedure
p.) In Figure 3, this information can be obtained by determining that there is a realizable path from (smain, Λ) to
(e p, b), but not from (smain, Λ) to (e p, a).

Theorem 3.10. Let G#
IP = (N #, E#, C#) be the exploded super-graph for IFDS problem instance

IP = (G*, D, F , B, T , M , Tr, C, ∪ ), and let n be a pro gram point in N *. Then d ∈ MVPn iff there is a realizable
path in graph G#

IP from one of the nodes in C# to node (n, d).

Proof. In what follows, we only need to discuss non-empty paths; empty paths arise only when n = smain, and in
that case it is easy to see that the theorem holds.

“Only if” case. Suppose d ∈ MVPn; we need to demonstrate the existence of a realizable path in graph G#
IP from

one of the nodes in C# to node (n, d).

Because MVPn =
r ∈IVP(smain, n)

∪ pfr (C), there must be a valid path q = [smain: (n1, n2), (n2, n3), . . .,

(n j , n j + 1): n] in G* such that { d } ⊆ pfq(C). For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, let fi be defined as follows:

fi =




M(ni , ni + 1)

Tr(ni , ni + 1)

if (ni , ni + 1) ∈(E0 ∪ E1)

if (ni , ni + 1) ∈ E2

We hav e:

{ d } ⊆ pfq(C)
= ( f j

. . . f2 f1)(C) by Definition 2.5
= [[R f j

; . . . ; R f2
; R f1

]](C) by Corollary 3.7
= ({ y | ∃ c ∈C such that (c, y) ∈(R f j

; . . . ; R f2
; R f1

) } ∪ { y | (Λ, y) ∈(R f j
; . . . ; R f2

; R f1
) }) − { Λ }

by Definition 3.2

Recall that edge-function f1 is associated with edge (smain, n2), and that edge-function f j is associated with edge
(n j , n). Consequently, the last line in the above group of equations implies that there is a path q# in graph G#

IP of
the following form:

q# = [(smain, c): ((n1, d1), (n2, d2)), ((n2, d2), (n3, d3)), . . . , ((n j , d j), (n j + 1, d j + 1)): (n, d)],

where c ∈(C ∪ { Λ }) and for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, (di , di + 1) ∈ R fi
. That is, q# is a path in G#

IP from node (smain, c),
one of the nodes of C#, to node (n, d). Because path q is a valid path in G*, path q# is a realizable path in G#

IP .
Therefore, q# satisfies the conditions for the path whose existence we were required to demonstrate.

“If” case. Suppose that there is a realizable path q# = [c#: e#
1, e#

2, . . . , e#
j : (n, d)] in graph G#

IP from node c# ∈C#

to node (n, d). We need to demonstrate that d ∈ MVPn.

For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, let e#
i = ((ni , di), (ni + 1, di + 1)), and let fi be defined as follows:

fi =




M(ni , ni + 1)

Tr(ni , ni + 1)

if (ni , ni + 1) ∈(E0 ∪ E1)

if (ni , ni + 1) ∈ E2

Let q be the following path in G*:

q = [smain: (n1, n2), (n2, n3), . . . , (n j , n j + 1): n].

By supposition, q# is a realizable path in G#
IP from node c# ∈C# to node (n, d); therefore, q must be a valid path

in G*.
By the construction of G#

IP (Definition 3.8), and the supposition that q# is a realizable path in G#
IP from node

c# ∈C# to node (n, d), we have:

d ∈(({ y | ∃ x ∈C such that (x, y) ∈(R f j
; . . . ; R f2

; R f1
) } ∪ { y | (Λ, y) ∈(R f j

; . . . ; R f2
; R f1

) }) − { Λ }).

Consequently,
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{ d } ⊆ (({ y | ∃ x ∈C such that (x, y) ∈(R f j
; . . . ; R f2

; R f1
) } ∪ { y | (Λ, y) ∈(R f j

; . . . ; R f2
; R f1

) }) − { Λ })
= [[R f j

; . . . ; R f2
; R f1

]](C) by Definition 3.2
= ( f j

. . . f2 f1)(C) by Corollary 3.7
= pfq(C) by Definition 2.5
⊆

t ∈IVP(smain, n)
∪ pft(C)

= MVPn

Therefore d ∈ MVPn, as was to be shown.

3.3. Restricted Subclasses of IFDS Problems

In this section, we define two special classes of IFDS problems: sparse problems and locally separable problems.
As discussed in Sections 4.1, 5.1, and 6.2, our dataflow-analysis algorithms are more efficient when applied to
problems in these classes.

Definition 3.11. An IFDS problem instance IP = (G*, D, F , B, T , M , Tr, C, ∪ ) is h-sparse if there is a constant
h such that for all F p ∈ F and f ∈ F p,

d ∈ D p

Σ | f ({ d }) − f (∅)| ≤ h|D p |.

That is, in h-sparse problems, the total number of edges emanating from the non-Λ nodes in the representation
relation of an E0 or E1 edge’s function is at most h|D p |.

In general, when the nodes of the control-flow graph represent individual statements and predicates (rather
than basic blocks) we expect most problems that are distributive to be h-sparse (with h <<

p
max |D p |): each state-

ment changes only a small portion of the execution state, and accesses only a small portion of the state as well.
The dataflow functions, which are abstractions of the statements’ semantics, should therefore be “close to” the
identity function, and thus their representation relations should have roughly |D p | edges.

Definition 3.12. An IFDS problem instance IP = (G*, D, F , B, T , M , Tr, C, ∪ ) is locally separable if

(i) For all F p ∈ F , all f ∈ F p, and all x ∈ D p, f ({ x }) ⊆ { x } ∪ f (∅);

(ii) B = 1;

(iii) If (c, sq) and (eq, r) are corresponding call and return edges then, for all x ∈ D fg(c) and y ∈ Dq,

a. If Tr(c, sq)({ x }) − Tr(c, sq)(∅) = { y } then Tr(eq, r)({ y }) − Tr(eq, r)(∅) ⊆ { x }.

b. If Tr(eq, r)({ y }) − Tr(eq, r)(∅) = { x } then Tr(c, sq)({ x }) − Tr(c, sq)(∅) ⊆ { y }.

The locally separable problems are the interprocedural versions of the classical separable problems from
intraprocedural dataflow analysis (also known as gen/kill or bit-vector problems). All locally separable problems
are 1-sparse, but not vice versa.

Clause (i) restricts the dataflow functions in F , which map dataflow information across E0 and E1 edges, to
have essentially component-wise dependences. That is, in the representation relation RM(m, n) for an edge
(m, n) ∈(E0 ∪ E1), each node (n, d) can only be the target of a single edge—whose source is either of the form
(m, d) or of the form (m, Λ).

Clause (ii) restricts the binding functions in T , which map dataflow information across call and return edges, to
be simple one-to-one renamings of domain elements. (However, different call sites on the same procedure may
make use of different T functions to map dataflow information across to the called procedure.)

Clause (iii) restricts the mapping Tr so that corresponding call and return edges have related binding functions.
In particular, if there is an edge ((c, d1), (sq, d2)), where d1 ≠ Λ, in the representation relation of the function
Tr(c, sq), then in the representation relation of the function Tr(eq, r) there is either an edge ((eq, d2), (r, d1)) or
(eq, d2) has no outgoing edge. The analogous restriction holds for Tr(eq, r) with respect to Tr(c, sq).

Example. In general, an instance of the possibly-uninitialized variables problem will not be locally separable.
For example, in Figure 3, a’s initialization status after the statement a : = a − b depends on that of b before the
statement. Thus, the representation relation for the dataflow function on edge (n6, n7) has an edge from node
(n6, b) to (n7, a). This violates clause (i) of Definition 3.12.

However, when the nodes of the control-flow graph represent individual statements and predicates, every
instance of the possibly-uninitialized variables problem is 2-sparse. The only non-identity dataflow functions are
those associated with assignment statements. The outdegree of every non-Λ node in the representation relation of
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such a function is at most two: a variable’s initialization status can affect itself and at most one other variable,
namely the variable assigned to.

3.4. Intersection Problems

An ∩ -distributive IFDS problem instance (with distinguished value C) can be solved by solving a ∪ -distributive
IFDS problem instance (with distinguished value C) and then complementing the answer. The problem transfor-
mation is carried out merely by replacing each ∩ -distributive function f by the ∪ -distributive function
f ′ =df λ S . f (S). This transformation is justified by the following derivation:

MVPn =
q ∈IVP(smain, n)

∩ pfq(C)

=
q ∈IVP(smain, n)

∪ pfq(C)

=
q ∈IVP(smain, n)

∪ pfq′(C) where if pfq = f j
. . . f1 then pfq′ =df f j ′ . . . f1′

Thus, the solution of the original problem is the complement of the solution of the transformed problem.
The functions that arise in gen/kill intersection problems are all of the form f = λ x . (x − kill) ∪ gen. It is easy

to show that f ′ = λ x . (x − gen) ∪ (kill − gen), which is also in gen/kill form. Thus, when the transformation
described above is used to transform an ∩ -distributive gen/kill IFDS problem into a ∪ -distributive IFDS prob-
lem, every edge function satisfies clause (i) of Definition 3.12. It is reasonable to expect that every ∩ -distribu-
tive gen/kill IFDS problem will also satisfy clauses (ii) and (iii) of Definition 3.12. Consequently, when an
∩ -distributive gen/kill IFDS problem is transformed into a ∪ -distributive IFDS problem, the result is a locally
separable problem.

4. An Efficient Tabulation Algorithm for the Realizable-Path Reachability Problem

In this section, we present the first of our three algorithms for the realizable-path reachability problem. The algo-
rithm described in this section is a dynamic-programming algorithm that tabulates certain kinds of same-level
realizable paths. As we show in Section 4.1, its running time is polynomial in various parameters of the problem,
and the algorithm is asymptotically faster than the best previously known algorithm for the problem.

The algorithm, which we call the Tabulation Algorithm, is presented in Figure 4. The Tabulation Algorithm
uses a set, named PathEdge, to record the existence of path edges, which represent a subset of the same-level
realizable paths in graph G#

IP . In particular, the source of a path edge is always a node of the form (s p, d1) such
that a realizable path exists from some node c# ∈C# to (s p, d1). In other words, a path edge from (s p, d1) to
(n, d2) represents the suffix of a realizable path from some c# ∈C# to (n, d2).

The Tabulation Algorithm uses another set, named SummaryEdge, to record the existence of summary edges,
which represent same-level realizable paths that run from nodes of the form (n, d1), where n ∈Call, to
(succ1(n), d2).

The Tabulation Algorithm is a worklist algorithm that starts with a certain set of path edges, and on each itera-
tion of the main loop in procedure ForwardTabulateSLRPs (lines [14]-[43]) deduces the existence of additional
path edges (and summary edges). The initial set of path edges corresponds to the 0-length same-level realizable
paths of the form ((smain, c), (smain, c)), for all (smain, c) ∈C# (see lines [5]-[8]). The configurations that are used
by the Tabulation Algorithm to deduce the existence of additional path edges are depicted in Figure 5; the five
diagrams of Figure 5 correspond to lines [18]-[20], [21]-[23], [29], [30]-[32], and [38]-[40] of Figure 4. In Fig-
ure 5, the bold dotted arrows represent edges that are inserted into set PathEdge if they were not previously in
that set.

It is important to note the role of lines [30]-[32] of Figure 4, which are executed only when a new summary
edge is discovered:

[30] for each d3 such that ((s fg(c), d3), (c, d4)) ∈PathEdge do
[31] Propagate(PathEdge, ((s fg(c), d3), (succ1(c), d5)), WorkList)
[32] od

Unlike edges in E#, edges are inserted into SummaryEdge on-the-fly. The purpose of line [31] is to restart the
processing that finds same-level realizable paths from (s fg(c), d3) as if summary edge ((c, d4), (succ1(c), d5)) had
been in place all along.

The final step of the Tabulation Algorithm (lines [10]-[12]) is to create values Xn, for each n ∈ N *, by gather-
ing up the set of nodes associated with n in G#

IP that are targets of path edges discovered by procedure For-
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procedure SolveViaTabulation(G#
IP)

begin
[1] Let (N #, E#, C#) = G#

IP

[2] PathEdge := ∅
[3] SummaryEdge := ∅
[4] WorkList := ∅
[5] for each (smain, c) ∈C# do
[6] Insert ((smain, c), (smain, c)) into PathEdge
[7] Insert ((smain, c), (smain, c)) into WorkList
[8] od

[9] ForwardTabulateSLRPs(WorkList)

[10] for each n ∈ N * do
[11] Xn : = { d2 ∈ D fg(n) | ∃ d1 ∈(D fg(n) ∪ { Λ }) such that ((s fg(n), d1), (n, d2)) ∈PathEdge }
[12] od

end

procedure Propagate(EdgeSet, e, WorkList)
begin

[13] if e ∉ EdgeSet then Insert e into EdgeSet; Insert e into WorkList fi
end

procedure ForwardTabulateSLRPs(WorkList)
begin

[14] while WorkList ≠ ∅ do
[15] Select and remove an edge ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) from WorkList
[16] switch n

[17] case n ∈Call p :
[18] for each d3 such that ((n, d2), (scalledProc(n), d3)) ∈ E# do
[19] Propagate(PathEdge, ((scalledProc(n), d3), (scalledProc(n), d3)), WorkList)
[20] od
[21] for each d3 such that ((n, d2), (succ1(n), d3)) ∈(E# ∪ SummaryEdge) do
[22] Propagate(PathEdge, ((s p, d1), (succ1(n), d3)), WorkList)
[23] od
[24] end case

[25] case n = e p :
[26] for each c ∈callers(p) do
[27] for each d4, d5 such that ((c, d4), (s p, d1)) ∈ E# and ((e p, d2), (succ1(c), d5)) ∈ E# do
[28] if ((c, d4), (succ1(c), d5)) ∉ SummaryEdge then
[29] Insert ((c, d4), (succ1(c), d5)) into SummaryEdge
[30] for each d3 such that ((s fg(c), d3), (c, d4)) ∈PathEdge do
[31] Propagate(PathEdge, ((s fg(c), d3), (succ1(c), d5)), WorkList)
[32] od
[33] fi
[34] od
[35] od
[36] end case

[37] case n ∈(N p − Call p − { e p }) :
[38] for each (m, d3) such that ((n, d2), (m, d3)) ∈ E# do
[39] Propagate(PathEdge, ((s p, d1), (m, d3)), WorkList)
[40] od
[41] end case

[42] end switch
[43] od

end

Figure 4. The Tabulation Algorithm determines the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to IP by determining whether certain
same-level realizable paths exist in G#

IP .
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Figure 5. The above five diagrams show the situations handled in lines [18]-[20], [21]-[23], [29], [30]-[32], and [38]-[40] of
Figure 4.

wardTabulateSLRPs:

[11] Xn : = { d2 ∈ D fg(n) | ∃ d1 ∈(D fg(n) ∪ { Λ }) such that ((s fg(n), d1), (n, d2)) ∈PathEdge }

At first glance, this may not appear to be correct. According to line [11], d2 is put into Xn if there is a same-level
realizable path (i.e., a path edge) from (s fg(n), d1) to (n, d2), rather than a realizable path from some c# ∈C# to
(n, d2). However, as we show in the proof of Theorem 4.1 below, the Tabulation Algorithm correctly identifies
all nodes in G#

IP that are reachable along realizable paths from nodes in C# because same-level realizable paths
from (s fg(n), d1) are only considered once it is known that (s fg(n), d1) is reachable from some c# ∈C#. Conse-
quently, by Theorem 3.10, when the Tabulation Algorithm terminates, the value of Xn is the value for node n in
the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to IP; i.e., for all n ∈ N *, Xn = MVPn.
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Theorem 4.1. (Correctness of the Tabulation Algorithm.) The Tabulation Algorithm always terminates, and
upon termination, Xn = MVPn, for all n ∈ N *.

Proof. PathEdge is initially empty, and there are only a finite number of possible path edges. A path edge is
inserted into WorkList exactly once, when it is inserted into PathEdge (see lines [6]-[7] and line [13] of Figure 4).
Consequently, the outermost loop of procedure ForwardTabulateSLRPs (lines [14]-[43]) can execute at most a
finite number of times, and the Tabulation Algorithm is guaranteed to halt.

To show that Xn = MVPn, for all n ∈ N *, we appeal to Theorem 3.10. Because the value of Xn is defined in
line [11] of Figure 4 by the assignment:

Xn : = { d2 ∈ D fg(n) | ∃ d1 ∈(D fg(n) ∪ { Λ }) such that ((s fg(n), d1), (n, d2)) ∈PathEdge },

we know from Theorem 3.10 that Xn = MVPn will hold if we can show the following:

For all d2, ∃ d1 ∈(D fg(n) ∪ { Λ }) such that ((s fg(n), d1), (n, d2)) ∈ PathEdge when the Tabulation Algo-
rithm terminates iff there is a realizable path in G#

IP from one of the nodes in C# to node (n, d2).

“Only if” case. Suppose ∃ d1 ∈(D fg(n) ∪ { Λ }) such that ((s fg(n), d1), (n, d2)) ∈ PathEdge when the Tabulation
Algorithm terminates; we need to show that there is a realizable path in G#

IP from one of the nodes in C# to node
(n, d2).

This case is proven by showing that the following invariant holds for the outermost loop of procedure For-
wardTabulateSLRPs:

∀ n, d1, d2, ((s fg(n), d1), (n, d2)) ∈ PathEdge =>
(a) ∃ c# ∈C# such that there is a realizable path from c# to (n, d2), and
(b) there is a same-level realizable path from (s fg(n), d1) to (n, d2).

PathEdge is first initialized to ∅ in line [2]. Then, in lines [5]-[8], all edge of the form ((smain, c), (smain, c)),
where (smain, c) ∈C#, are inserted into PathEdge. All such edges meet the conditions of the invariant, and so the
invariant holds when ForwardTabulateSLRPs is first called.

Now assume that the invariant holds true after j iterations. Because a path edge is inserted into WorkList only
when it is inserted into PathEdge, when edge ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) is removed from WorkList in line [15] at the
beginning of iteration j + 1, we know that ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) ∈ PathEdge. Because it was on some previous iter-
ation that ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) was inserted into PathEdge, from the invariant we know that (a) there is some c# ∈C#

such that there is a realizable path q# from c# to (n, d2), and (b) there is a same-level realizable path s# from
(s p, d1) to (n, d2).

Propagate is called from four places in procedure ForwardTabulateSLRPs (lines [19], [22], [31], and [39]). In
each case, we can demonstrate that if the call on Propagate actually does insert a new edge into PathEdge, then
there is a realizable path q## and a same-level realizable path s## as required to re-establish the invariant. For
example, in the call in line [39], q## is q# extended with edge ((n, d2), (m, d3)), and s## is s# extended with edge
((n, d2), (m, d3)).

For the call on Propagate in line [31], the argument is more subtle. In addition to what was observed above
about q# and s#, we know that edge ((s fg(c), d3), (c, d4)) is in PathEdge, and hence from the invariant we know
that there is some c# ∈C# such that there is a realizable path t# from c# to (c, d4). Thus, the realizable path q##

required by the invariant is t# extended with edge ((c, d4), (s p, d1)), same-level realizable path s#, and edge
((e p, d2), (succ1(c), d5)); that is,

q## = t# || [((c, d4), (s p, d1))] || s# || [((e p, d2), (succ1(c), d5))],

where “||” denotes path concatenation. Because edges ((c, d4), (s p, d1)) and ((e p, d2), (succ1(c), d5)) are corre-
sponding call and return edges, q## is a realizable path in G#

IP . Similarly, by the invariant we know that there is a
same-level realizable path u# from (s fg(c), d3) to (c, d4). The same-level realizable path s## required by the
invariant is

s## = u# || [((c, d4), (s p, d1))] || s# || [((e p, d2), (succ1(c), d5))].

The arguments for the other two places where Propagate is invoked are similar and are left to the reader.
Consequently, the invariant holds after iteration j + 1.

“If” case. Suppose there is a realizable path in G#
IP from one of the nodes in C# to node (n, d2); we need to show

∃ d1 ∈(D fg(n) ∪ { Λ }) such that ((s fg(n), d1), (n, d2)) ∈ PathEdge when the Tabulation Algorithm terminates.

This case is proven by induction on the lengths of realizable paths in G#
IP . The induction hypothesis is:
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∀ n, d2, if there is a realizable path of length j from one of the nodes in C# to node (n, d2) then ∃ d1 such
that ((s fg(n), d1), (n, d2)) ∈ PathEdge when the Tabulation Algorithm terminates.

Base case. For the case j = 0 (realizable paths of length 0), the induction hypothesis holds because of the way
PathEdge is initialized in the loop on lines [5]-[8] of Figure 4.

Induction step. Assume that the induction hypothesis holds true for all realizable paths of length less than or
equal to j . Let q## be a realizable path of length j + 1 from one of the nodes in C# to node (n, d), and suppose
q## has the form

q## = [(smain, c): ((n1, d1), (n2, d2)), . . . , ((n j , d j ), (n j + 1, d j + 1)), ((n j + 1, d j + 1), (n, d))],

where c ∈(C ∪ { Λ }).
Let q# denote the prefix of q## of length j . Then by the induction hypothesis, we know that there exists a d ′

such that ((s fg(n j + 1), d ′), (n j + 1, d j + 1)) ∈ PathEdge. Because whenever an edge is inserted into PathEdge it is
also inserted into WorkList, we know that at some point during the execution of procedure ForwardTabu-
lateSLRPs, the edge ((s fg(n j + 1), d ′), (n j + 1, d j + 1)) was the edge removed from WorkList in line [15].

There are three cases to consider, depending on the type of node n j + 1. These correspond to the three cases of
the switch statement of procedure ForwardTabulateSLRPs. For example, if node n j + 1 is an exit node, then edge
((n j + 1, d j + 1), (n, d)) must be a return edge. Because q## is a realizable path, there must be a corresponding call
edge ((c, d ′′), (s fg(n j + 1), d ′)) that occurs earlier in q##. (Note that fg(c) = fg(n).) Because the prefix of q## up to
the occurrence of this edge is a realizable path of length less than j , by the induction hypothesis we know that,
when the Tabulation Algorithm terminates, ((s fg(c), d ′′′), (c, d ′′)) must be in PathEdge. There are now two possi-
bilities to consider:

(i) Suppose that at the time edge ((s fg(n j + 1), d ′), (n j + 1, d j + 1)) is processed, ((s fg(c), d ′′′), (c, d ′′)) ∈ PathEdge.
Then there will be a call at line [31] of the form

Propagate(PathEdge, ((s fg(n), d ′′′), (n, d)), WorkList),

(ii) Suppose that at the time edge ((s fg(n j + 1), d ′), (n j + 1, d j + 1)) is processed, ((s fg(c), d ′′′), (c, d ′′)) ∉ PathEdge.
Then ((c, d ′′), (n, d)) will be inserted into SummaryEdge if it is not already there, and later edge
((s fg(c), d ′′′), (c, d ′′)) will be processed. (This must occur at some point during the Tabulation Algorithm,
because edge ((s fg(c), d ′′′), (c, d ′′)) is inserted into WorkList when it is inserted into PathEdge. We know
that this happens eventually.) At this point, a call is generated at line [22] of the form

Propagate(PathEdge, ((s fg(n), d ′′′), (n, d)), WorkList).

Thus, in either case, ((s fg(n), d ′′′), (n, d)) will at some point be inserted into PathEdge, which establishes the
induction hypothesis for path q##. (The arguments for the other two cases are simpler, and are again left to the
reader.)

Consequently, the induction hypothesis holds true for every realizable path in G#
IP .

4.1. Cost of the Tabulation Algorithm

In this section, we show that the running time of the Tabulation Algorithm is polynomial in various parameters of
a problem instance. We also show that the algorithm is asymptotically faster than the best previously known
algorithm for the realizable-path reachability problem [18].

In this section, as well as in later sections in which we derive bounds on the running times of algorithms, we
use the name of a set to denote the set’s size. For example, we use Call, rather than |Call|, to denote the number
of call nodes in graph G*. Howev er, we make three small deviations from this convention:

(i) We use N , rather than N *, to stand for |N *|, the number of nodes in graph G*.
(ii) We use E, rather than E*, to stand for |E*|, the number of edges in graph G*.
(iii) Rather than distinguish between the different domains D p, for p ∈{ 0, . . . , k }, we will express costs in

terms of a single quantity D, where

D =df
p ∈{ 0, ..., k }

max |D p |.

The primary justification for this simplification is that in dataflow analysis problems all of the D p sets will
share a subset of values in common for representing information about global variables. Usually this com-
mon subset dominates the size of each D p set, and thus all of the D p sets will be of roughly the same size,
namely D.
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The time bounds discussed below are derived under the following assumptions about the running times of
operations on G#

IP’s nodes and edges, and on auxiliary edge sets SummaryEdge, PathEdge, and WorkList:

(i) An edge can be inserted into SummaryEdge, PathEdge, or WorkList in unit time.
(ii) An edge can be tested for membership in SummaryEdge or in PathEdge in unit time.
(iii) A random edge can be selected from WorkList in unit time.
(iv) It is possible to iterate over the set of all PathEdge predecessors of an N # node in time proportional to the

size of the set.
(v) It is possible to iterate over the set of all E#, SummaryEdge, or PathEdge successors of an N # node in time

proportional to the size of the set.
(vi) In the case of nodes of the form (s p, d1), we make the further assumption that predecessor sets in E# are

indexed by call site. In other words, it is possible to retrieve only those predecessors that are associated with
a particular call site, without having to examine all E# predecessors of (s p, d1). Similarly, in the case of
nodes of the form (e p, d2) we assume that successor sets in E# are indexed by return site. This assumption
permits us to assume that the time required to identify the <d4, d5> pairs used in the for-loop on line [27] is
proportional to the number of such pairs.

One way to satisfy assumptions (i)-(v) is to use arrays to support unit-time membership testing, and one or more
linked-lists for each N # node (to support iteration over predecessors and successors). Assumption (vi) can be sat-
isfied by associating, with each N # node of the form (s p, d1) or (e p, d2), an array of linked-lists, one list for each
call-site.

Running Time

The running time of the Tabulation Algorithm varies depending on what class of dataflow-analysis problem it is
applied to. The following table summarizes how the Tabulation Algorithm behaves (in terms of worst-case
asymptotic running time) for six different classes of problems:

Asymptotic running time
Class of functions

Graph-theoretic characterization of
the dataflow functions’ properties Intraprocedural

problems
Interprocedural
problems

Distributive Up to O(D2) edges/rep.-relation O(ED2) O(Call B2 D2 + ED3)

h-sparse At most O(hD) edges/rep.-relation O(hED) O(Call B2 D2 + Call D3 + hED2)

(Locally) separable Component-wise dependences O(ED) O(ED)

Table 4.2. Asymptotic running time of the Tabulation Algorithm for six different classes of dataflow-analysis
problems.

Some of these bounds have been achieved previously: For intraprocedural problems, the algorithms of Hecht

[15], Kou [23], and Khedker and Dhamdhere [19] have the same time bounds as are shown in column three.2 For
locally separable problems (both intraprocedural and interprocedural), the algorithm of Knoop and Steffen [22]
also runs in time O(ED).

We now present derivations of the bounds given in Table 4.2 for the three classes of interprocedural problems.
(The bounds for the three classes of intraprocedural problems follow from simplifications of the arguments given
below.)

Distributive Problems

For distributive problems, the representation relation for each edge e ∈(E0 ∪ E1) can contain up to O(D2) edges.
Instead of calculating the worst-case cost-per-iteration of the loop on lines [14]-[43] of Figure 4 and multiplying
by the number of iterations, we break the cost of the algorithm down into three contributing aspects and bound

2The intraprocedural dataflow-analysis algorithms of Kou [23] and Khedker and Dhamdhere [19] are described as algorithms for separable
problems; however, the ideas described in Section 3.2 concerning the representation of distributive functions can be used to immediately ex-
tend those algorithms to all distributive and h-sparse intraprocedural problems.
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the total cost of the operations performed for each aspect. In particular, the cost of the Tabulation Algorithm can
be broken down into

(i) the cost of worklist manipulations,
(ii) the cost of installing summary edges at call sites (lines [25]-[36] of Figure 4), and
(iii) the cost of closure steps (lines [17]-[24] and [37]-[41] of Figure 4).

Because a path edge can be inserted into WorkList at most once, the cost of each worklist-manipulation opera-
tion can be charged to either a summary-edge-installation step or a closure step; thus, we do not need to provide a
separate accounting of worklist-manipulation costs.

The Tabulation Algorithm can be understood as k + 1 simultaneous semi-dynamic multi-source reachability
problems—one per procedure of the program. For each procedure p, the sources—which we shall call anchor
sites—are the D p + 1 nodes in N #

p of the form (s p, d). The edges of the multi-source reachability problem asso-
ciated with p are

{ ((m, d1), (n, d2)) ∈ E#
p | (m, n) ∈(E0

p ∪ E1
p) } ∪ { ((m, d1), (n, d2)) ∈SummaryEdge | m ∈Call p) }.

In other words, the graph associated with procedure p is the “exploded flow graph” of procedure p, augmented
with summary edges at the call sites of p. The reachability problems are semi-dynamic (insertions only) because
in the course of the algorithm, new summary edges are added, but no summary edges (or any other edges) are
ev er removed.

We now wish to compute a bound on the cost of installing summary edges at call sites (lines [25]-[36] of Fig-
ure 4). For each summary edge ((c, d4), (succ1(c), d5)), the conditional statement on lines [28]-[33] will be
executed some number of times (on different iterations of the loop on lines [14]-[43]). In particular, line [28] will
be executed every time the Tabulation Algorithm finds a three-edge path of the form

[((c, d4), (s p, d1)), ((s p, d1), (e p, d2)), ((e p, d2), (succ1(c), d5))] (†)

as shown in the diagram marked “Line [29]” of Figure 5.
When we consider the set of all summary edges at a given call site c: { ((c, d4), (succ1(c), d5)) }, the executions

of line [28] can be placed in three categories:

d4 ≠ Λ and d5 ≠ Λ
There are at most D2 choices for a <d4, d5> pair, and for each such pair at most B2 possible three-edge
paths of the form (†).

d4 = Λ and d5 ≠ Λ
There are at most D choices for d5 and for each such choice at most BD possible three-edge paths of the
form (†).

d4 = Λ and d5 = Λ
There is only one possible three-edge path of the form (†).

Thus, the total cost of all executions of line [28] is bounded by O(Call B2 D2).
Because of the test on line [28], the code on lines [29]-[32] will be executed exactly once for each possible

summary edge. In particular, for each summary edge the cost of the loop on lines [30]-[32] is bounded by O(D).
Since the total number of summary edges that can possibly be acquired by procedure p is bounded by Call p D2,
the total cost of lines [29]-[32] is O(Call D3). Thus, the total cost of installing summary edges during the Tabula-
tion Algorithm is bounded by O(Call B2 D2 + Call D3).

To bound the total cost of the closure steps, we use a variation on the argument used by Yellin to obtain a

bound for the running time of an algorithm for dynamic transitive closure [34].3 The essential observation is that
there are only a certain number of “attempts” the Tabulation Algorithm makes to “acquire” a path edge
((s p, d1), (n, d2)). The first attempt is successful—and ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) is inserted into PathEdge; all remaining
attempts are redundant (but seem unavoidable). In particular, in the case of a node n ∉ Ret, the only way the

3The closure steps can be thought of as a variant of Yellin’s algorithm, modified as follows:

(i) Yellin’s algorithm is an algorithm for dynamic transitive closure—i.e., dynamic all-pairs reachability. The closure steps implement dy-
namic multi-source reachability, where the sources in each procedure’s exploded flow graph are the anchor sites.

(ii) After a summary edge is inserted into the exploded flow graph of procedure p, rather than re-closing the graph immediately, the code in
Figure 4 uses a single worklist to organize the simultaneous closure of all the exploded flow graphs.

Feature (ii) is not essential. The code could have been written to perform the closure of an exploded flow graph immediately, at the same
time accumulating pending summary edges that need to be inserted in other exploded flow graphs in an auxiliary set.
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Tabulation Algorithm can obtain a path edge ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) is when there are one or more two-edge paths of
the form

[((s p, d1), (m, d)), ((m, d), (n, d2))],

where ((s p, d1), (m, d)) is in PathEdge and ((m, d), (n, d2)) is in E#, as depicted below:

o o

o

o

o

s  , d( )
p 1

( )n, d2

( )m  , d
31

( )m  , d
42

( )m  , d
53

For a giv en anchor site (s p, d1), the cost of the closure steps involved in acquiring path edge ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) can
be bounded by indegree(n, d2). For such an anchor site, the total cost of acquiring all its outgoing path edges can
be bounded by

O(
(n, d) ∈ N #

p

and n ∉ Ret

Σ indegree(n, d)) = O(E p D2).

The accounting for the case of a node n ∈ Ret is similar. The only way the Tabulation Algorithm can obtain a
path edge ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) is when there is an edge in PathEdge of the form ((s p, d1), (m, d)) and either there is
an edge ((m, d), (n, d2)) in E# or an edge ((m, d), (n, d2)) in SummaryEdge. In our cost accounting, we will pes-
simistically say that each node (n, d2), where n ∈ Ret, has the maximum possible number of incoming summary
edges, namely D. Because there are at most Call p D nodes of N #

p of the form (n, d2), where n ∈ Ret, for each
anchor site (s p, d1) the total cost of acquiring path edges of the form ((s p, d1), (n, d2)) is

O(
(n, d2) ∈ N #

p

and n ∈ Ret

Σ (indegree(n, d2) + summary-edge-indegree(n, d2))) = O(Call p D2).

Therefore we can bound the total cost of the closure steps performed by the Tabulation Algorithm as follows:

Cost of closure steps =
p
Σ (# anchor sites) × O(Call p D2 + E p D2)

= O(D3

p
Σ (Call p + E p))

= O(D3(Call + E)).
= O(ED3).

Thus, the total running time of the Tabulation Algorithm is bounded by O(Call B2 D2 + ED3).

h-Sparse Problems

The bound on the cost of the Tabulation Algorithm for h-sparse problems is obtained by an argument similar to
the one given for distributive functions, except that we modify the accounting to take into account the fact that
each representation relation can contain at most O(hD) edges.

As before, the total cost of installing summary edges is bounded by O(Call B2 D2 + Call D3). However, the
bound on the total cost of closure steps is slightly different from the bound obtained in the case of distributive
problems:

Cost of closure steps =
p
Σ (# anchor sites) × O(Call p D2 +

(n, d) ∈ N #
p

Σ indegree(n, d))

= O(D) × O(
p
Σ (Call p D2 + hE p D))

= O(Call D3 + hED2).

Thus, on h-sparse problems, the total running time of the Tabulation Algorithm is bounded by
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O(Call B2 D2 + Call D3 + hED2).

Locally Separable Problems

For locally separable problems, within a given procedure of the exploded super-graph all representation relations
for edge functions have essentially component-wise dependences. More precisely, for all edges
(m, n) ∈(E0 ∪ E1), in the representation relation RM(m, n) each node (n, d) can only be the target of a single
edge—one whose source is (m, d) or one whose source is (m, Λ).

Recall that in locally separable problems different call sites on the same procedure may make use of different
T functions to map dataflow information across to the called procedure. However, the Tabulation Algorithm tab-
ulates only same-level realizable paths, and because of the additional restrictions on the binding functions in T
for locally separable problems (see Definition 3.12), same-level realizable paths are always of the form
[(m, d): . . . : (n, d)], [(m, Λ): . . . : (n, d)], or [(m, Λ): . . . : (n, Λ)]. Note that the maximum number of summary
edges in a procedure p is O(Call p D) (rather than O(Call p D2), as we have in the case of distributive and h-sparse
problems).

For locally separable problems, we can give a better bound on the number of times line [28] is executed.
Again, we consider the set of all summary edges at a given call site c: { ((c, d4), (succ1(c), d5)) }, and place the
executions of line [28] in three categories:

d4 ≠ Λ and d5 ≠ Λ
Because summary edges represent same-level realizable paths, it must be that d4 = d5, and thus there are at
most D choices for a <d4, d5> pair. For each such pair there is at most one possible three-edge path of the
form (†).

d4 = Λ and d5 ≠ Λ
There are at most D choices for d5 and for each such choice at most three possible three-edge paths of the
form (†).

d4 = Λ and d5 = Λ
There is only one possible three-edge path of the form (†).

Thus, the total number of executions of line [28] is bounded by O(Call D).
Again, because of the test on line [28], the code on lines [29]-[32] will be executed exactly once for each pos-

sible summary edge, but for locally separable problems there will be at most two calls on Propagate generated at
line [31]:

[31] Propagate(PathEdge, ((s fg(c), d3), (succ1(c), d5)), WorkList).

In one call, d3 = d5; in the other, d3 = Λ. Because the total number of summary edges in all procedures is
bounded by O(Call D), the total cost of lines [29]-[32] is O(Call D).

Thus, the total cost of installing summary edges is bounded by O(Call D).
To bound the total cost of closure steps, we use the same argument as in the distributive case, except that we

observe that for locally separable problems the indegree and summary-edge-indegree of a node can both be at
most two. Thus,

Cost of closure steps =
p
Σ (# anchor sites) × O(Call p + E p)

= O(Call D + ED)
= O(ED).

Therefore on locally separable problems, the total running time of the Tabulation Algorithm is bounded by
O(ED).

Intraprocedural Problems

Because Call = 0 for intraprocedural problems, the bounds on the Tabulation Algorithm’s running time on dis-
tributive, h-sparse, and separable interprocedural problems simplify to O(ED3), O(hED2), and O(ED), respec-
tively, in the intraprocedural case. In the case of distributive and h-sparse problems, we can sharpen these
bounds by observing that in the program’s one procedure, the Tabulation Algorithm uses at most C + 1 (rather
than D) anchor sites—the C# nodes of G#

IP . Thus, it is more precise to say that the bounds for distributive and h-
sparse intraprocedural problems are O(CED2) and O(hCED), respectively.

These bounds can be reduced further if we assume that C, the distinguished dataflow value associated with
node smain of the IFDS problem, has the value ∅. This assumption involves no loss of generality, because if
C ≠ ∅, the problem can always be turned into one of that form as follows: a new start node smain is added to pro-
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cedure main with a single outgoing edge (smain, smain) and edge-function assignment M(smain, smain) = λ S . C.
After this preprocessing step is applied, |C | = 1, and the running time on distributive and h-sparse problems drops
to O(ED2) and O(hED), respectively, as reported in Table 4.2.

The transformation can also be applied when dealing with separable intraprocedural problems and the three
kinds of interprocedural problems. In these cases it reduces the number of tabulation steps carried out to analyze
the main procedure of the program; however, it does not lead to improvements in the worst-case running time.

We will rely on this transformation again in Section 5.1, and a related one in Section 7.1.

Storage Costs

The storage requirements for the Tabulation Algorithm consist of the storage for graph G#
IP and for the three sets

WorkList, PathEdge, and SummaryEdge.
The source of a path edge is always a node of the form (s p, d); that is, it is always associated with some proce-

dure p’s start node. Furthermore, the source and target of a path edge are always in the same procedure. Thus,
the size of PathEdge is at most ND2. Similarly, the source and target of each summary edge are always associ-
ated with a matching call-site/return-site pair, and so the size of SummaryEdge is at most Call D2. Finally, the
size of G#

IP itself is bounded by O(ED2). Consequently, the total storage for the linked-lists needed to implement
unit-time set-insertion operations, which is proportional to |E#| + |PathEdge| + |SummaryEdge|, is bounded by
O(ED2).

By the same observations about the form of path edges, k + 1 separate arrays of dimensions
(D p + 1) × N p × (D p + 1), corresponding to procedures 0, 1, . . . , k, can be used to implement a unit-time test for
membership in PathEdge. Therefore, the total amount of storage needed for these arrays is

p ∈{ 0, ..., k }
Σ N p(D p + 1)2 = O(ND2). Similarly, Call separate arrays of dimensions (D p + 1) × (D p + 1), corre-

sponding to the different call-sites in the program, can be used to implement a unit-time test for membership in
SummaryEdge. Thus, the total amount of storage needed for these arrays is O(Call D2).

Because a path edge can be inserted into WorkList at most once, (i.e., when the edge is inserted into
PathEdge), the size of WorkList is also bounded by O(ND2).

Thus, the total amount of storage used by the Tabulation Algorithm is bounded by O(ED2).

4.2. Precise Versus Imprecise Solutions to Interprocedural Problems

Imprecise answers to interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems can always be obtained by treating each inter-
procedural dataflow-analysis problem as if it were essentially one large intraprocedural problem. In graph-
reachability terminology, this amounts to considering all paths versus considering only realizable paths.

Table 4.3 compares the cost of obtaining precise answers using the Tabulation Algorithm with the cost of

obtaining imprecise answers:4

Asymptotic running time

Class of functions
Graph-theoretic characterization of
the dataflow functions’ properties

Imprecise
interprocedural
solutions

Precise
interprocedural
solutions

Distributive Up to O(D2) edges/rep.-relation O(Call BD + ED2) O(Call B2 D2 + ED3)

h-sparse At most O(hD) edges/rep.-relation O(Call BD + hED) O(Call B2 D2 + Call D3 + hED2)

Locally separable Component-wise dependences O(ED) O(ED)

Table 4.3. Comparison of asymptotic running times for finding imprecise versus precise answers to interproce-
dural dataflow-analysis problems.

Note that column three of Table 4.3 is different from column three of Table 4.2. In a true intraprocedural prob-
lem the program consists of only a single flow graph G0; howev er, when an interprocedural dataflow-analysis

4The bounds in column three on the cost of obtaining imprecise answers apply not only to the Tabulation Algorithm but also to the algorithms
of Hecht [15], Kou [23], and Khedker and Dhamdhere [19], which can all be viewed as linear-time graph-reachability algorithms.
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problem is treated as if it were one large intraprocedural problem, the “flow graph” is the super-graph, which
consists of multiple flow graphs connected by edges from set E2. In the case of general distributive and h-sparse
problems, the edges from E2 contribute O(Call BD) edges to the exploded flow graph of the “intraprocedural”
problem.

When a locally separable interprocedural problem is treated as if it were one large intraprocedural problem,
the problem may not be separable. Although within each procedure all representation relations for edge func-
tions have essentially component-wise dependences, this may not be the case at procedure-call boundaries. How-
ev er, the problem is always 1-sparse (since B = 1 in locally separable problems), so the asymptotic running time
is bounded by O(ED).

Because the quantity B is typically a small constant, and in many cases is simply 1, it is instructive also to con-
sider these cost expressions after factors of B are dropped:

Asymptotic running time

Class of functions
Graph-theoretic characterization of
the dataflow functions’ properties

Imprecise
interprocedural
solutions

Precise
interprocedural
solutions

Distributive Up to O(D2) edges/rep.-relation O(ED2) O(ED3)

h-sparse At most O(hD) edges/rep.-relation O(hED) O(Call D3 + hED2)

Locally separable Component-wise dependences O(ED) O(ED)

Table 4.4. Comparison of asymptotic running times for finding imprecise versus precise answers to interproce-
dural dataflow-analysis problems, neglecting factors of B.

Table 4.4 lets us get a feel for the extra cost involved in obtaining the more precise (realizable-path) answers. In
the case of general distributive problems, the “penalty” is a factor of D. In the case of locally separable prob-
lems, there is no penalty at all—both kinds of solutions can be obtained in time O(ED).

The fact that there is no penalty for finding the more precise answers for locally separable problems was
observed by Knoop and Steffen [22]. What we have shown is that this can also be achieved by an algorithm that
handles the more general distributive and h-sparse problem classes; when applied to locally separable problems,
the algorithm “adapts” to exhibit O(ED) behavior. No extra code is needed to handle the locally separable prob-
lems as a special case.

5. Compression

In this section, we present an alternative tabulation-based approach that involves transforming the original prob-
lem into a compressed problem whose size is related to the number of call sites in the program. This “compres-
sion step” is similar to the kind of problem transformations implicit in the creation of the “program summary
graph” that is used by Callahan for solving flow-sensitive side-effect problems [6] and the “system dependence
graph” that is used by Horwitz, Reps, and Binkley for interprocedural program slicing [18].

As we shall see, for a “one-shot” solution of a dataflow-analysis problem, the compression-based algorithm is
probably not the algorithm of choice since the cost of the initial compression step could be more expensive than
the cost of the best algorithm for solving the problem. However, as pointed out by Callahan in his work on flow-
sensitive side-effect problems, compression may be useful when dealing with the incremental and/or interactive
context, where the program undergoes a sequence of small changes, after each of which dataflow information is
to be reported. It is possible to reuse the compressed structure for each unchanged procedure; one only has to re-
compress procedures that have been changed, which is ordinarily no more than a small percentage of the entire
program. The compressed version can then be solved more efficiently than the original uncompressed problem.
(The factor saved depends on the ratio between the total number of “program points” and the total number of call
sites.)

The Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm is presented in Figures 6 and 7. It carries out three steps:

Compress: Compress the Problem (lines [1], [7]-[24])
The first step is to transform the original problem to one that deals only with the original program’s start, exit,
call, and return-site nodes. Procedure Compress is a worklist algorithm that solves a collection of purely
intraprocedural reachability problems. Compress follows only the edges of E# that correspond to E0 edges
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procedure SolveViaCompression(G#
IP)

begin
[1] G := Compress(G#

IP)

[2] SolveViaTabulation(G)

[3] RealizablePath := FindRealizablePaths()

[4] /* Values for Xn, for all n ∈(Start ∪ Exit ∪ Call ∪ Ret) hav e already been determined by SolveViaTabulation */
[5] for m ∈ N * − (Start ∪ Exit ∪ Call ∪ Ret) do
[6] Xm : = { d ∈ D fg(m) | ∃ c such that ((smain, c), (m, d)) ∈RealizablePath }
[7] od

end

function Compress(G#
IP) returns exploded super-graph

begin
[8] Let (N #, E#, C#) = G#

IP

[9] CompressedEdges := ∅
[10] WorkList := ∅
[11] for each p ∈{ 0, . . . , k } and d ∈(D p ∪ Λ) do
[12] Insert ((s p, d), (s p, d)) into CompressedEdges; Insert ((s p, d), (s p, d)) into WorkList
[13] for each m ∈ Ret p do
[14] Insert ((m, d), (m, d)) into CompressedEdges; Insert ((m, d), (m, d)) into WorkList
[15] od
[16] od

[17] while WorkList ≠ ∅ do
[18] Select and remove an edge ((a, d1), (n, d2)) from WorkList
[19] for each (m, d3) ∈ N #

fg(a) such that (n, m) ∈ E0
fg(a) and ((n, d2), (m, d3)) ∈ E# do

[20] Propagate(CompressedEdges, ((a, d1), (m, d3)), WorkList)
[21] od
[22] od
[23] N := { (n, d) ∈ N # | n ∈(Start ∪ Exit ∪ Call ∪ Ret) }
[24] E := { ((m, d1), (n, d2)) | m, n ∈(Start ∪ Exit ∪ Call ∪ Ret) and ((m, d1), (n, d2)) ∈CompressedEdges }

∪ { ((m, d1), (n, d2)) ∈ E# | (m, n) ∈(E1 ∪ E2) }
[25] return(N , E, C#)

end

Figure 6. The compression phase transforms the original problem to one that deals only with the original program’s start, ex-
it, call, and return-site nodes. The compressed problem is solved by the Tabulation Algorithm, which gives answers for the
start, exit, call, and return-site nodes. From these, answers for the nodes of the full problem are determined. (See also Figure
7.)
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function FindRealizablePaths() returns set of edges
begin

[26] RealizablePath := ∅
[27] WorkList := ∅
[28] for each (smain, c) ∈C# do
[29] Insert ((smain, c), (smain, c)) into RealizablePath
[30] Insert ((smain, c), (smain, c)) into WorkList
[31] od
[32] while WorkList ≠ ∅ do
[33] Select and remove an edge ((smain, c), (n, d1)) from WorkList
[34] switch n

[35] case n ∈Call p :
[36] for each d2 such that ((n, d1), (scalledProc(n), d2)) ∈ E# do
[37] Propagate(RealizablePath, ((smain, c), (scalledProc(n), d2)), WorkList)
[38] od
[39] for each d2 such that ((n, d1), (succ1(n), d2)) ∈(E# ∪ SummaryEdge) do
[40] Propagate(RealizablePath, ((smain, c), (succ1(n), d2)), WorkList)
[41] od
[42] end case

[43] case n ∈(N p − Call p − { e p }) :
[44] for each (m, d2) such that ((n, d1), (m, d2)) ∈ E# do
[45] Propagate(RealizablePath, ((smain, c), (m, d2)), WorkList)
[46] od
[47] end case

[48] end switch
[49] od
[50] return(RealizablePath)

end

Figure 7. Function FindRealizablePaths determines which nodes in G#
IP are reachable from a node in C# via a realizable

path. (See also Figure 6.)

of the super-graph (cf. line [18]), and returns a compressed version of exploded super-graph G#
IP .

Solve: Solve the Compressed Problem (line [2])
The second phase is to solve the compressed problem by invoking the Tabulation Algorithm on the com-
pressed graph.

Extend: Determine Values for the Nodes of the Full Problem (lines [4]-[7] of Figure 6, lines [26]-[50] of Figure
7)
As noted in the comment on line [4], at the end of Step 2 values in the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution of
the dataflow-analysis problem are already known for the original program’s start, exit, call, and return-site
nodes. The third and final step is to determine solution values for all other nodes of the super-graph.

Function FindRealizablePaths (Figure 7) is also a worklist algorithm. On each iteration of its main loop it
deduces the existence of realizable paths from the nodes of C#. This is in contrast to the other algorithms
presented in the paper so far, which tabulate only same-level realizable paths. These paths are recorded in set
RealizablePath. The configurations that are used by FindRealizablePaths to deduce the existence of addi-
tional realizable paths from (smain, c) are depicted in Figure 8.

We leave it to the reader to convince himself of the algorithm’s correctness: when the Compressed-Tabulation
Algorithm terminates, the value of Xn is the value for node n in the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to IP.

5.1. Cost of the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm

Table 5.1 compares the asymptotic running times of the the Tabulation Algorithm, the Compressed-Tabulation
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Figure 8. The above three diagrams show the situations handled in lines [36]-[38], [39]-[41], and [44]-[46] of Figure 7.

Algorithm, and the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm.5

5The Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm is presented in [18] as an algorithm for interprocedural slicing. To use it for interprocedural dataflow
analysis, only minor changes are necessary. Graph G#

IP takes the place of the “system dependence graph” (before “characteristic-graph
edges” are added). Problem instance IP is then solved as follows:

(i) Create the “linkage grammar” for G#
IP , compute its characteristic-graph edges, and add them to G#

IP .
(ii) Perform a forward slice of the augmented graph starting from the C# nodes.
(iii) For each n ∈ N *, set Xn to be { d ∈ D fg(n) | (n, d) was reached in the forward slice }.
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Asymptotic running time
Class of
functions

Phase of
algorithm Tabulation Algorithm Compressed-Tabulation

Algorithm
Horwitz-Reps-
Binkley Algorithm

Compress O(D3

p
ΣCall p E p) O(D3

p
ΣCall p E p)

Solve O(Call B2 D2 + ED3) O(Call B2 D2 + D3

p
ΣCall2

p) O(B2 D4

p
ΣCall3

p)

Extend O(ED2) O(ED2)

Distributive

Compress O(hD2

p
ΣCall p E p) O(hD2

p
ΣCall p E p)

Solve O(Call B2 D2 + Call D3 + hED2) O(Call B2 D2 + D3

p
ΣCall2

p) O(B2 D4

p
ΣCall3

p)

Extend O(Call D2 + hED) O(Call D2 + hED)

h-sparse

Compress O(D
p
ΣCall p E p) O(D

p
ΣCall p E p)

Solve O(ED) O(D
p
ΣCall2

p) O(D
p
ΣCall3

p)

Extend O(ED) O(ED)

Locally
separable

Table 5.1. Comparison of the asymptotic running times of the Tabulation Algorithm, the Compressed-Tabulation
Algorithm, and the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley Algorithm for three different classes of interprocedural dataflow-
analysis problems.

The arguments used to obtain the bounds for the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm and the Horwitz-Reps-
Binkley Algorithm are similar to the indegree-counting arguments given in Section 4.1. The bounds for the
Solve steps in columns four and five reflect the fact that the Compress step can cause a quadratic explosion of
edges to occur. For example, in the case of distributive problems, the compressed exploded flow graph of a pro-
cedure p can have Ω(Call2

p D2) edges. Thus, for distributive problems, the quantity “E” in Table 4.2 has to be
taken to be

p
Σ Call2

p.

There is also a subtle point involved in showing that the the worst-case running time of the Extend Step of the
Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm (i.e., function FindRealizablePaths and lines [4]-[7] of Figure 6) meets the
bounds claimed in Table 5.1. As presented in Figure 7, FindRealizablePaths tabulates realizable paths from all
nodes of the form (smain, c) ∈C#. This means that there are C + 1 anchor sites, and so—by the kind of indegree-
counting arguments used in Section 4.1—one obtains bounds of O(CED2), O(Call CD2 + hCED), and O(CED)
for distributive, h-sparse, and locally separable problems, respectively, which is a factor of C greater than
claimed. Fortunately, we can fall back on the problem transformation described at the end of Section 4.1 and
assume that C, the distinguished dataflow value associated with node smain of the IFDS problem, has the value ∅.
This involves no loss of generality, and for problems in this form C = 1, so the bounds on the running time match
the ones reported in Table 5.1.

The Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm is also a compression algorithm; in particular, the step of constructing
the “linkage grammar” is similar to the compression step of the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm: Both steps
solve a collection of purely local reachability problems to turn a realizable-path reachability problem into a com-
pressed problem whose size is related to the number of call sites in the program. The bounds given in Table 5.1
for the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm are better than the corresponding bounds for the Horwitz-Reps-
Binkley algorithm, and suggest that the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm is likely to outperform the Horwitz-
Reps-Binkley algorithm. In fact, the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm is an asymptotically faster algorithm
than the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm: there is a family of examples on which the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley
algorithm actually takes the number of steps shown in Table 5.1. (In other words, this is not just a case of being
able to give a better bound for the Tabulation Algorithm because of better analysis techniques.)

Surprisingly, due to the cost of the compression step (Step 1) the asymptotic running times of the Compressed-
Tabulation Algorithm and the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm may actually be worse than the running time of
the Tabulation Algorithm. However, as argued earlier, in the incremental and/or interactive context, where the
program undergoes a sequence of small changes, after each of which dataflow information is to be reported, an
algorithm that uses compression may outperform one that does not.

In the incremental/interactive contexts only the changed procedures need to be re-compressed, and therefore
the cost of the re-compression step is not likely to be the dominant cost. However, in the case of distributive
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problems and h-sparse problems, it is not possible to say that the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm is asymptot-
ically superior to the Tabulation Algorithm or vice versa. In both cases, the expressions for the bounds on the
running time have incomparable terms: D3

p
Σ Call2

p versus ED3 in the case of distributive problems, and

D3

p
Σ Call2

p versus hED2 in the case of h-sparse problems.

In the case of locally separable problems, the bound on the running time for the Tabulation Algorithm is not
comparable to the bound for the Solve step of the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm (O(ED) versus
O(D

p
Σ Call2

p)), but matches the bound for the Extend step. (Because there is a family of examples on which the

Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm actually takes the number of steps shown in Table 5.1, outside the incremen-
tal/interactive context—when the Compress step comes into play—we can say that the Tabulation Algorithm is
an asymptotically faster algorithm than the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm.)

It would be fair to say that this analysis of the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm is inconclusive: experimental
evaluation of the algorithm is necessary to determine whether in practice it will outperform the Tabulation Algo-
rithm in the interactive/incremental context.

6. Demand Interprocedural Dataflow Analysis

This section concerns the solution of demand versions of interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems. In demand
problems, dataflow information is to be reported only for a single program element of interest (or a small number
of elements of interest).

Because the dataflow information at one program point typically depends on dataflow information from other
points, a demand algorithm must minimize the number of other points for which (transient) summary informa-
tion is computed and/or the amount of information computed at those points. Because multiple demands may be
issued, another important goal is to maximize reuse of intermediate results computed in the course of answering
previous queries. Algorithms that are able to do this we call caching demand algorithms.

There are several reasons why it is desirable to solve the demand versions of interprocedural analysis prob-
lems.

• Narrowing the focus to specific flow-graph nodes of interest. In program optimization, most of the gains are
obtained from making improvements at a program’s “hot spots”—in particular, its innermost loops. Although
the optimization phases during which transformations are applied can be organized to concentrate on hot
spots, there is typically an earlier phase to determine dataflow facts during which an exhaustive algorithm for
interprocedural dataflow analysis is used. Although it will not change the worst-case asymptotic cost of per-
forming dataflow analysis, there is good reason to believe that a demand algorithm will greatly reduce the
amount of extraneous information computed.

• Narrowing the focus to specific dataflow facts of interest. Even when dataflow information is desired for
ev ery flow-graph node n, the full set of dataflow facts at n may not be required. For example, the solution to
the possibly-uninitialized variables problem is usually used to report the places in a program where uninitial-
ized variables are used. Although only certain variables are used at each program point, the possibly-
uninitialized variables problem associates the full set of uninitialized variables with each program point.
Therefore it may be advantageous to use a demand algorithm for dataflow analysis (without changing the def-
inition of the problem to be solved) and for each program point n and variable v used at n issue the query “Is
v in the set of possibly-uninitialized variables at n?”

• Sidestepping incremental-updating problems. An optimizing transformation performed at one point in the
program can invalidate previously computed dataflow information at other points in the program. In some
cases, the old information at such points is not a “safe” summary of the possible execution states that can
arise there; the dataflow information needs to be updated before it is possible to perform optimizing transfor-
mations at such points. However, no good incremental algorithms for interprocedural dataflow analysis are
currently known.

An alternative is to use an algorithm for the demand version of the dataflow-analysis problem and have the
optimizer place appropriate demands. With each demand, the algorithm would be invoked on the current
program. (As indicated above, any information cached from previous queries would be discarded whenever
the program is modified.)

• Demand analysis as a user-level operation. It is desirable to have program-development tools in which the
user can interactively ask questions about various aspects of a program [26,33,25,16]. Such tools are particu-
larly useful when debugging, when trying to understand complicated code, or when trying to transform a pro-
gram to execute efficiently on a parallel machine.
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Because we have been able to formulate interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems as realizable-path reacha-
bility problems, an algorithm for demand interprocedural dataflow analysis can be obtained by finding a demand
algorithm for the single-sink realizable-path reachability problem. This problem asks “What are all the points q

for which there exists a realizable path from q to a given point p?”.6 Although the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algo-
rithm (for “backward slicing”) can be applied to the single-sink realizable-path reachability problem, as
described in [18] that algorithm has a phase in which certain auxiliary information is computed by a preliminary
exhaustive algorithm. In other words, although the single-sink realizable-path reachability problem is a demand
problem the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm is not a true demand algorithm for that problem.

One way to obtain an improved demand algorithm for the single-sink realizable-path reachability problem has
been described by Reps [27]. Another demand algorithm for this problem has been developed by Rosay [30].
The next section presents a third demand algorithm. Because Reps’s and Rosay’s algorithms are based on the
Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm, their running times are asymptotically worse than the running time of the algo-
rithm presented in Section 6.1.

6.1. A Demand-Tabulation Algorithm for Realizable-Path Reachability Queries

We now present the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm, which permits solving a sequence of demands for dataflow
information. The top-level function of the algorithm is called IsMemberOfSolution, and is presented in Figure
11. Each call IsMemberOfSolution(x, d1) returns true iff d1 ∈ MVP x , where MVP x is the value for node x in
the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to the dataflow problem. It is assumed below that sets PathEdge and Sum-
maryEdge have been initialized to ∅ before the first call on function IsMemberOfSolution is performed.

IsMemberOfSolution includes a call to procedure BackwardTabulateSLRPs, shown in Figure 9.
The two procedures of the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm, when viewed in the right way, can be seen as the

duals of procedures we have seen before in the Tabulation and Compressed-Tabulation Algorithms. In particular,
IsMemberOfSolution is essentially the dual of procedure FindRealizablePaths of Figure 7; that is, it works in the
opposite direction to FindRealizablePaths—counter to the direction of the edges in G#

IP . Similarly, Back-
wardTabulateSLRPs is the dual of procedure ForwardTabulateSLRPs of Figure 4.

Procedure BackwardTabulateSLRPs is a worklist algorithm that starts with a certain set of path edges, and on
each iteration of the main loop deduces the existence of additional path edges (and summary edges). In this case,
“path edges” refers to the subset of the same-level realizable paths of G#

IP whose targets are nodes of the form
(e p, d1). The configurations that are used by BackwardTabulateSLRPs to deduce the existence of additional path
edges are depicted in Figure 10; the five diagrams of Figure 10 correspond to lines [5]-[7], [8]-[10], [16],
[17]-[19], and [25]-[27] of Figure 9. In Figure 10, the bold dotted arrows represent edges that are inserted into
set PathEdge if they were not previously in that set.

Function IsMemberOfSolution (Figure 11) is also a worklist algorithm that on each iteration of the main loop
deduces the existence of additional realizable paths to node (x, d1). These paths are recorded in RealizablePath.

The configurations that are used by IsMemberOfSolution to deduce the existence of additional realizable paths
to (x, d1) are depicted in Figure 12. Lines [37]-[41] of Figure 11, where IsMemberOfSolution initializes Work-
List and calls BackwardTabulateSLRPs, play a key role. When a node of the form (n, d2), where n ∈ Ret, is pro-
cessed by IsMemberOfSolution, BackwardTabulateSLRPs is used to find the summary edges from nodes of G#

IP

associated with n’s corresponding call node. BackwardTabulateSLRPs adds additional edges to SummaryEdge.
Note that if these summary edges have previously been computed, BackwardTabulateSLRPs will not perform any
iterations of the loop in lines [1]-[30] of Figure 9 because the call on Propagate in line [39] of Figure 11 only
adds an edge to WorkList if it is not already in PathEdge.

The Demand-Tabulation Algorithm is a caching demand algorithm: On all calls after the first call to IsMem-
berOfSolution, edges in PathEdge and SummaryEdge that have been inserted during earlier calls on IsMem-
berOfSolution are used to avoid redoing work that has been previously performed. Edges in those two sets signal
that a previous call on IsMemberOfSolution had occasion to deduce the existence of a same-level realizable path
in G#

IP , and this work is not repeated. The use of such saved, previously computed information can reduce the
cost of responding to demands when there is a sequence of demands in between program modifications. (The
accumulation of information can go on until such time as the program is modified, whereupon all previous
results—which may no longer be safe—must be discarded.)

6The demand interprocedural dataflow-analysis problem is actually a single-source-single-sink realizable-path reachability problem: “Is there
a realizable path from a given point q to a given point p?” However, it is not known how to solve such problems more efficiently than the
single-sink realizable-path reachability problem.
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procedure BackwardTabulateSLRPs(WorkList)
begin

[1] while WorkList ≠ ∅ do
[2] Select and remove an edge ((n, d2), (e p, d1)) from WorkList
[3] switch n

[4] case n ∈ Ret p :
[5] for each d3 such that ((ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3), (n, d2)) ∈ E# do
[6] Propagate(PathEdge, ((ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3), (ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3)), WorkList)
[7] od
[8] for each d3 such that ((pred1(n), d3), (n, d2)) ∈(E# ∪ SummaryEdge) do
[9] Propagate(PathEdge, (( pred1(n), d3), (e p, d1)), WorkList)
[10] od
[11] end case

[12] case n = s p :
[13] for each c ∈callers(p) do
[14] for each d4, d5 such that ((c, d5), (s p, d2)) ∈ E# and ((e p, d1), (succ1(c), d4)) ∈ E# do
[15] if ((c, d5), (succ1(c), d4)) ∉ SummaryEdge then
[16] Insert ((c, d5), (succ1(c), d4)) into SummaryEdge
[17] for each d3 such that ((succ1(c), d4), (e fg(c), d3)) ∈PathEdge do
[18] Propagate(PathEdge, ((c, d5), (e fg(c), d3)), WorkList)
[19] od
[20] fi
[21] od
[22] od
[23] end case

[24] case n ∈(N p − Ret p − { s p }) :
[25] for each (m, d3) such that ((m, d3), (n, d2)) ∈ E# do
[26] Propagate(PathEdge, ((m, d3), (e p, d1)), WorkList)
[27] od
[28] end case

[29] end switch
[30] od

end

Figure 9. Procedure BackwardTabulateSLRPs determines all same-level realizable paths to targets of the form (e p, d1) taken
from WorkList. All summary edges found are accumulated in set SummaryEdge. (See also Figure 11.)
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Figure 9.
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function IsMemberOfSolution(x, d1) returns Boolean
begin

[31] RealizablePath := { ((x, d1), (x, d1)) }
[32] RPWorkList := { ((x, d1), (x, d1)) }
[33] while RPWorkList ≠ ∅ do
[34] Select and remove an edge ((n, d2), (x, d1)) from RPWorkList
[35] switch n

[36] case n ∈ Ret p :
[37] WorkList := ∅
[38] for each d3 such that ((ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3), (n, d2)) ∈ E# do
[39] Propagate(PathEdge, ((ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3), (ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3)), WorkList)
[40] od
[41] BackwardTabulateSLRPs(WorkList)
[42] for each d3 such that ((pred1(n), d3), (n, d2)) ∈(E# ∪ SummaryEdge) do
[43] Propagate(RealizablePath, (( pred1(n), d3), (x, d1)), RPWorkList)
[44] od
[45] end case

[46] case n = s p :
[47] for each c ∈callers(p) do
[48] for each d3 such that ((c, d3), (s p, d2)) ∈ E# do
[49] Propagate(RealizablePath, ((c, d3), (x, d1)), RPWorkList)
[50] od
[51] od
[52] end case

[53] case n ∈(N p − Ret p − { s p }) :
[54] for each (m, d3) such that ((m, d3), (n, d2)) ∈ E# do
[55] Propagate(RealizablePath, ((m, d3), (x, d1)), RPWorkList)
[56] od
[57] end case

[58] end switch
[59] od
[60] return(∃ (smain, c) ∈C# such that ((smain, c), (x, d1)) ∈RealizablePath)

end

Figure 11. The Demand-Tabulation Algorithm performs a kind of “reverse tabulation” to determine whether d1 ∈ MVP x ,
where MVP x is the value for node x in the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to the dataflow problem. (See also Figure 9.)
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6.2. Cost of the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm

The arguments used to obtain the bounds for the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm are similar to the indegree-
counting arguments given in Section 4.1 for the Tabulation Algorithm. The worst-case running time of IsMem-
berOfSolution is the same as that of FindRealizablePaths, whereas the worst-case running time of BackwardTab-
ulateSLRPs is the same as that of ForwardTabulateSLRPs. Thus, the cost of BackwardTabulateSLRPs dominates
the cost of the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm.

The following table shows how the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm behaves (in terms of worst-case asymptotic
running time) for six different classes of problems:
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Asymptotic running time
Class of functions

Graph-theoretic characterization of
the dataflow functions’ properties Intraprocedural

problems
Interprocedural
problems

Distributive Up to O(D2) edges/rep.-relation O(ED2) O(Call B2 D3 + ED3)

h-sparse At most O(hD) edges/rep.-relation O(hED) O(Call B2 D3 + hED2)

(Locally) separable Component-wise dependences O(E) (†) O(ED)

Table 6.1. Asymptotic running time of the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm (for answering a single query).

The only entry in Table 6.1 that differs from the corresponding entry in Table 4.2 is the entry for separable
intraprocedural problems, marked above with (†), where the cost drops from O(ED) to O(E). The reason for this
is that in a separable intraprocedural problem, the algorithm works backwards from a single anchor site (x, d1).
The algorithm will only visit nodes in G#

IP of the form (n, d1) or (n, Λ), and thus at most O(E) work will be per-
formed.

For the three classes of interprocedural problems, the worst-case performance of the Demand-Tabulation Algo-
rithm is the same as that of the Tabulation Algorithm. However, in practice the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm
should outperform the Tabulation Algorithm when there are only a small number of program elements at which
dataflow information is to be reported.

As we observed earlier, the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm is a caching demand algorithm: it saves path edges
and summary edges computed on previous queries in order to reduce the amount of work performed on subse-
quent queries. A desirable property for a demand algorithm to have is the same-total-cost property, which we
define as follows:

Definition 6.2. A demand algorithm has the same-total-cost property with respect to an exhaustive algorithm A
if, for every input G#

IP , the total cost of any request sequence that places demands on all possible nodes of G#
IP is

proportional to the cost of a single run of algorithm A on G#
IP .

When we compare the cost of calling IsMemberOfSolution ND times to satisfy a request sequence that places
demands on all nodes of G#

IP to the cost of calling SolveViaTabulation once, we find that the total time spent in
BackwardTabulateSLRPs is proportional to the time spent in the one call on ForwardTabulateSLRPs made from
procedure SolveViaTabulation. However, the version of IsMemberOfSolution presented in Figure 11 does not
have the same-total-cost property with respect to the Tabulation Algorithm because a sequence of ND demands
may perform multiple traversals of the edges of G#

IP (in IsMemberOfSolution itself). For example, for distribu-
tive problems, the time spent in IsMemberOfSolution proper can be Ω(NED3).

We now describe how to modify IsMemberOfSolution so that, over a request sequence that places demands on
all possible nodes of G#

IP , each edge in G#
IP is explored (by IsMemberOfSolution proper) exactly once. With this

change, the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm has the same-total-cost property with respect to the Tabulation Algo-
rithm. The modified version of IsMemberOfSolution is presented in Figure 13. The lines changed from Figure
11 are marked with “*”.

The key idea is to maintain one of three possible marks on each node (m, d) of G#
IP , with the following mean-

ings:

Reachable
A realizable path from a C# node to (m, d) definitely exists.

NotReachable
A realizable path from a C# node to (m, d) definitely does not exist.

Unknown
It has not been established yet whether there is a realizable path from a C# node to (m, d).

At the end of a given inv ocation of IsMemberOfSolution, all nodes visited during that invocation are marked
either “Reachable” or “NotReachable”. When any of these nodes are encountered on a subsequent invocation of
IsMemberOfSolution, their reachability status is already known, and therefore it is unnecessary to explore their
predecessors.

Before the first call on IsMemberOfSolution is performed, the C# nodes are marked “Reachable”, all nodes
with no predecessors are marked “NotReachable”, and all other nodes are marked “Unknown”.
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function IsMemberOfSolution(x, d1) returns Boolean
begin

[1] RealizablePath := { ((x, d1), (x, d1)) }
[2] RPWorkList := { ((x, d1), (x, d1)) }
[3]* ReachableNodes := ∅; UnreachableNodes := ∅
[4]* VisitedNodes := ∅; VisitedEdges := ∅
[5] while RPWorkList ≠ ∅ do
[6] Select and remove an edge ((n, d2), (x, d1)) from RPWorkList
[7]* Insert (n, d2) into VisitedNodes
[8]* if (n, d2) is marked “Reachable” then Insert (n, d2) into ReachableNodes
[9]* else if (n, d2) is marked “NotReachable” then Insert (n, d2) into UnreachableNodes
[10]* else /* (n, d2) is marked “Unknown” */
[11] switch n

[12] case n ∈ Ret p :
[13] WorkList := ∅
[14] for each d3 such that ((ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3), (n, d2)) ∈ E# do
[15] Propagate(PathEdge, ((ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3), (ecalledProc(pred1(n)), d3)), WorkList)
[16] od
[17] BackwardTabulateSLRPs(WorkList)
[18] for each d3 such that ((pred1(n), d3), (n, d2)) ∈(E# ∪ SummaryEdge) do
[19]* Insert ((pred1(n), d3), (n, d2)) into VisitedEdges
[20] Propagate(RealizablePath, (( pred1(n), d3), (x, d1)), RPWorkList)
[21] od
[22] end case
[23] case n = s p :
[24] for each c ∈callers(p) do
[25] for each d3 such that ((c, d3), (s p, d2)) ∈ E# do
[26]* Insert ((c, d3), (s p, d2)) into VisitedEdges
[27] Propagate(RealizablePath, ((c, d3), (x, d1)), RPWorkList)
[28] od
[29] od
[30] end case
[31] case n ∈(N p − Ret p − { s p }) :
[32] for each (m, d3) such that ((m, d3), (n, d2)) ∈ E# do
[33]* Insert ((m, d3), (n, d2)) into VisitedEdges
[34] Propagate(RealizablePath, ((m, d3), (x, d1)), RPWorkList)
[35] od
[36] end case
[37] end switch
[38]* fi
[39] od
[40]* /* Find all reachable nodes that are reachable along visited edges */
[41]* WorkList := ReachableNodes
[42]* while WorkList ≠ ∅ do
[43]* Select and remove a node (m, d) from WorkList
[44]* for each successor (n, d ′) of (m, d) such that ((m, d), (n, d ′)) ∈VisitedEdges do
[45]* if (n, d ′) is marked “Unknown” then
[46]* Mark (n, d ′) “Reachable”; Insert (n, d ′) into WorkList
[47]* Insert (n, d ′) into ReachableNodes
[48]* fi
[49]* od
[50]* od
[51]* for each node (m, d) ∈(VisitedNodes − ReachableNodes) do Mark (m, d) “NotReachable” od
[52]* return(ReachableNodes ≠ ∅)

end

Figure 13. A version of IsMemberOfSolution that has the same-total-cost property with respect to the Tabulation Algorithm.
The lines changed from Figure 11 are marked with “*”.
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During a given inv ocation of IsMemberOfSolution, the algorithm uses the sets VisitedNodes and VisitedEdges
to keep track of all nodes and edges visited by IsMemberOfSolution itself (see lines [4], [7], [19], [26], and [33]).
(Nodes and edges visited by BackwardTabulateSLRPs are not recorded in these sets; as pointed out above, it is
not the time spent in BackwardTabulateSLRPs that prevents the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm from having the
same-total-cost property with respect to the Tabulation Algorithm.) IsMemberOfSolution also collects the set of
visited nodes that are already marked “Reachable” and “NotReachable” in sets ReachableNodes and Unreach-
ableNodes. New code at the beginning of the loop (lines [8]-[9]) tests whether the mark on node (n, d2) is either
“Reachable” or “NotReachable”; if so, the node’s predecessors are not explored.

Before IsMemberOfSolution returns, the sets VisitedNodes, VisitedEdges, ReachableNodes, and Unreach-
ableNodes are used in a new phase of the algorithm—a forward traversal of G#

IP , during which the marks on vis-
ited nodes are changed from “Unknown” to either “Reachable” or “NotReachable” (see lines [40]-[51]). Any
node that has a predecessor with the mark “Reachable” is marked “Reachable”; any node for which all predeces-
sors have the mark “NotReachable” is marked “NotReachable”. (Because this phase of the algorithm only tra-
verses edges visited in the earlier phase (lines [1]-[39]), this causes no increase in the asymptotic cost of the algo-
rithm when it is used for answering a single query.)

Finally, the return condition is changed to:

[52] return(ReachableNodes ≠ ∅)

In this version of the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm, for a request sequence that places demands on all possi-
ble nodes of G#

IP , a given edge in G#
IP is traversed (in IsMemberOfSolution proper) during exactly one of the

invocations of IsMemberOfSolution. Thus, the total amount of work performed (in IsMemberOfSolution proper)
is proportional to the total number of edges in G#

IP . This is O(ED2), O(hED), and O(ED), for distributive, h-
sparse, and locally separable problems, respectively.

7. Applications to Other Interprocedural Analysis Problems

In this section, we describe adaptations of our techniques that allow them to be used for solving two other kinds
of interprocedural analysis problems: interprocedural flow-sensitive side-effect analysis and interprocedural pro-
gram slicing. In both cases, the algorithms we give are asymptotically faster than ones given previously in the lit-
erature. We also describe how to obtain demand algorithms for the two problems, which have no analog in previ-
ous papers on these problems.

7.1. Flow-Sensitive Side-Effect Analysis

Callahan gav e algorithms for solving two flow-sensitive side-effect problems: must-modify and may-use [6]. The
must-modify problem is to identify, for each procedure p, which variables must be modified during a call on p;
the may-use problem is to identify, for each procedure p, which variables may be used before being modified
during a call on p. Callahan’s method involves building a program summary graph, which consists of a collec-
tion of graphs, each of which represents a subset of the intraprocedural reaching-definitions information, together
with interprocedural linkage information.

Although the problems examined by Callahan are not IFDS problems as defined in Definition 2.4, they are
closely related to them. The basic difference between IFDS problems and Callahan’s problems is that the former
summarize what must be true at a program point in all calling contexts, while the latter summarize the effects of a
procedure isolated from its calling contexts. Consequently, Callahan’s problems involve valid paths from the
individual procedures’ start nodes rather than just the start node of the main procedure. The must-modify prob-
lem has a further difference: it is a “same-level-valid-path” problem rather than a “valid-path” problem. The
must-modify value for each procedure involves only the same-level valid paths from the procedure’s start node to
its exit node.

When looked at in these terms, Callahan’s two problems can be thought of as specific examples of problems in
two general classes of problems: one class can be posed as realizable-path problems in an exploded super-graph;
the other can be posed as same-level realizable-path problems. As we now show, slight modifications to the algo-
rithms of Sections 4, 5, and 6 can be used to solve the problems in these classes. Furthermore, the algorithms we
give can solve distributive and h-sparse problem instances, not just locally separable ones such as must-modify
and may-use.

Same-Level Realizable-Path Problems

To solve same-level realizable-path problems, which include (the complement of) the must-modify problem, only
two modifications to the Tabulation Algorithm are needed:
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(i) Initialize PathEdge by inserting all edges of the form ((s p, d), (s p, d))) for all p ∈{ 0, . . . , k } and
d ∈(D p ∪ { Λ }).

(ii) Determine the answer from the set of edges of the form ((sq, d1), (eq, d2)) that are in the final value of
PathEdge.

Procedure ForwardTabulateSLRPs is unchanged. The modified version of the Tabulation Algorithm, called
SolveViaSLRPTabulation, is presented in Figure 14.

Realizable-Path Problems

In the realizable-path problems, which include the may-use problem, we are interested in realizable paths from
each node of the form (s p, d) to some distinguished set X# of nodes of G#

IP . For example, in the may-use prob-
lem X# is the set of all nodes of the form (n, v) where flow-graph node n uses program-variable v.

To solve the realizable-path problems, we first apply a transformation to the exploded super-graph similar to
the one described at the end of Section 4.1: We add a new node dummy to G#

IP , and add edges from all of the
nodes in X# to dummy. We then make use of a function, called ReachedFromViaRealizablePath, which is identi-
cal to function IsMemberOfSolution of Figure 11 except that it initializes PathEdge and SummaryEdge to ∅, and
it returns a set of exploded super-graph nodes rather than a Boolean:

[60] return({ (n, d2) | ((n, d2), (x, d1)) ∈RealizablePath })

Finally, for each procedure p, the solution X p is obtained as follows:

X p : = { d ∈ D p | (s p, d) ∈ReachedFromViaRealizablePath(dummy) }.

Costs of the Realizable-Path Algorithms

Callahan gav e two algorithms—one for the must-modify problem and one for the may-use problem. Surpris-
ingly, in each case, when the total cost is considered—the cost of constructing the program summary graph, plus
the cost of solving the problem on the program summary graph—Callahan’s algorithms are less efficient than the

procedure SolveViaSLRPTabulation(G#
IP)

begin
[1] ForwardTabulateAllSLRPs(G#

IP)
[2] for each p ∈{ 0, . . . , k } do
[3] X p : = { (d1, d2) ∈((D p ∪ { Λ }) × (D p ∪ { Λ })) | ((s p, d1), (e p, d2)) ∈PathEdge }
[4] od

end

procedure ForwardTabulateAllSLRPs(G#
IP)

begin
[5] Let (N #, E#, C#) = G#

IP

[6] PathEdge := ∅
[7] SummaryEdge := ∅
[8] WorkList := ∅
[9] for each p ∈{ 0, . . . , k } and d ∈(D p ∪ { Λ }) do
[10] Insert ((s p, d), (s p, d)) into PathEdge
[11] Insert ((s p, d), (s p, d)) into WorkList
[12] od
[13] ForwardTabulateSLRPs(WorkList)

end

Figure 14. Procedure SolveViaSLRPTabulation determines the solution to flow-sensitive side-effect analysis problems like
must-modify by determining whether certain same-level realizable paths exist in G#

IP .
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algorithms given above!7 The cost of Callahan’s approach has two parts:

(i) The cost of doing the dataflow analysis (computing “reaches information”) needed to construct the program
summary graph, which in the worst case is O(D

p
Σ Call p E p).

(ii) The cost of solving the problem on the program summary graph, which in the worst case is O(D
p
Σ Call2

p).

In contrast, SolveViaSLRPTabulation and ReachedFromViaRealizablePath have the same asymptotic running
time as the Tabulation Algorithm. In particular, for locally separable problems the running time is O(ED).

Table 7.1 compares the costs of three strategies for solving flow-sensitive side-effect problems.8

Asymptotic running time
Class of
functions

Phase of
algorithm

Variants of Tabulation
(SolveViaSLRPTabulation and
ReachedFromViaRealizablePath)

Variants of
Compressed-Tabulation
(not given in the paper)

Callahan’s
Algorithm

Compress O(D3

p
ΣCall p E p)

Solve O(Call B2 D2 + ED3) O(Call B2 D2 + D3

p
ΣCall2

p)
Distributive Not applicable

Compress O(hD2

p
ΣCall p E p)

Solve O(Call B2 D2 + Call D3 + hED2) O(Call B2 D2 + D3

p
ΣCall2

p)
h-sparse Not applicable

Compress O(D
p
ΣCall p E p) O(D

p
ΣCall p E p)

Solve O(ED) O(D
p
ΣCall2

p) O(D
p
ΣCall2

p)
Locally
separable

Table 7.1. Comparison of the asymptotic running times of three strategies for solving flow-sensitive side-effect
analysis problems.

With minor changes, procedures FindRealizablePaths of Figure 7 (modified to call ForwardTabulateSLRPs
similarly to the way that IsMemberOfSolution calls BackwardTabulateSLRPs) and BackwardTabulateSLRPs of
Figure 9 yield algorithms that have no analog in Callahan’s work—demand algorithms for, respectively, realiz-
able-path and same-level realizable-path flow-sensitive side-effect problems.

7.2. Interprocedural Program Slicing

The realizable-path reachability problem is also the heart of the problem of interprocedural program slicing. The
fastest previously known algorithm for the problem is the one given by Horwitz, Reps, and Binkley; in this sec-
tion, we assume familiarity with the terminology used in the paper that describes that algorithm [18].

7On reflection, this is less surprising: The step of constructing the program summary graph corresponds to the step of compression in the al-
gorithm presented in Section 5. We hav e already seen in Section 5 how compression leads to algorithms that, in the worst case, are less effi-
cient than algorithms that do not use compression.
8From a historical standpoint, it is interesting to consider a fourth strategy for solving these problems: one based on the Horwitz-Reps-
Binkley interprocedural-slicing algorithm. By coincidence, the original paper describing the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley slicing algorithm [17].
and the paper by Callahan describing how the “program summary graph” could be used to solve flow-sensitive side-effect analysis problems
[6] were published back-to-back in the Proceedings of the 1988 Conference on Programming Language Design and Implementation. While it
was thought at that time that the techniques presented in the two papers must be related, it was not entirely clear what the relationship was.
The framework of the present paper allows us to clarify the relationship between the two papers:

• One of the subroutines of the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm is an algorithm for the same-level realizable-path reachability problem,
and this can now be seen as an algorithm for solving the same-level-valid-path flow-sensitive side-effect problems. The slicing algorithm
itself can be used as an algorithm for solving the valid-path flow-sensitive side-effect problems. Unlike Callahan’s algorithm, the algo-
rithms based on the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm can handle distributive and h-sparse, as well as locally separable problems. Howev-
er, they are not as efficient as the algorithms described in the present paper. Furthermore, on the locally separable problems they are not
as efficient as Callahan’s algorithm.

• Comparing in the other direction, Callahan did not give a fully general algorithm for either the realizable-path reachability problem or the
same-level realizable-path reachability problem, and so his techniques do not directly solve the interprocedural-slicing problem.
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The methods that have been described in earlier sections of the present paper carry over to the interprocedural-
slicing problem by using them not as operations on the exploded super-graph of an IFDS problem, but as opera-
tions on the program’s “system dependence graph”, or SDG, (but before the “characteristic-graph edges” have
been added to the SDG). Given an SDG (without characteristic-graph edges), interprocedural slicing can be per-
formed by the following method:

(i) Run procedure ForwardTabulateAllSLRPs of Figure 14.9

(ii) When ForwardTabulateAllSLRPs terminates, SummaryEdge contains all the characteristic-graph edges
needed to complete the construction of the SDG. Add these edges to the SDG.

(iii) Perform the actual slicing operations as usual (i.e., using the backward-slicing algorithm of Figure 9 of ref-
erence [18]).

A bound on the cost of the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm for interprocedural slicing can be expressed in
terms of k (the number of procedures in the program), Call p, Call, and the following additional parameters:

Emax the largest number of edges in any procedure’s dependence graph
Params the largest number of formal parameters in any procedure
Globals the number of global variables in the program
X Globals + Params
Callmax

p
max Call p

In [18], it is shown that the cost of the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm is bounded by
O(Call XEmax + Call Call2

max X4). In contrast, it can be shown that when the algorithm outlined above is used for
interprocedural slicing, the cost is bounded by O(kXEmax + Call X3). Note that it is reasonable to assume that k,
the number of procedures, is strictly less than Call, the total number of call sites. Because there is a family of
examples on which the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley algorithm actually performs Ω(Call XEmax + Call Call2

max X4)
steps, the new method is an asymptotically faster algorithm.

As discussed in Section 6, neither the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley backward-slicing algorithm nor the slicing algo-
rithm presented above is a true demand algorithm, since they both compute all characteristic graph edges before
computing a slice. A demand algorithm can be obtained from function ReachedFromViaRealizablePath,
described in Section 7.1. When ReachedFromViaRealizablePath is called with an SDG node n as its argument, it
returns the set of SDG nodes that are identified by Pass 1 of the Horwitz-Reps-Binkley backward-slicing algo-
rithm (Figure 9 of reference [18]). The full slice set can be obtained as follows:

ReachedFromViaRealizablePath(n) ∪ { m | ∃ x such that (m, x) ∈PathEdge }

When used for program slicing, the worst-case running time of ReachedFromViaRealizablePath is also
bounded by O(kXEmax + Call X3), so in the worst case its running time is the same as that of the algorithm based
on ForwardTabulateAllSLRPs. However, because the modified ReachedFromViaRealizablePath only computes
characteristic-graph edges as needed, it is reasonable to expect it to outperform the algorithm based on For-
wardTabulateAllSLRPs.

Because ReachedFromViaRealizablePath re-initializes PathEdge and SummaryEdge to ∅, the algorithm
described above is not a caching demand algorithm for interprocedural slicing. Because the answer slice set is
determined from the edges in PathEdge, it is important to re-initialize PathEdge to ∅. Howev er, the Summa-
ryEdge set can be reused, and by extending the notion of summary edge to include path edges of the form
((s p, d1), (e p, d2)), it is possible to create a caching demand algorithm that eliminates the cost of installing a sum-
mary edge that has already been computed during a previous demand.

Algorithms for forward slicing are obtained merely by applying the algorithms described above to the SDG
with all edges reversed in direction.

8. Related Work

This paper has defined a natural and quite general framework for interprocedural dataflow analysis, which we
have termed the IFDS framework. It has shown how problems in this framework can be solved by finding the
solution to a realizable-path reachability problem. Three polynomial-time algorithms for realizable-path reacha-

9For the purposes of this section, we assume that in the algorithms of this paper all references to nodes of exploded super-graph G#
IP—that is,

pairs of the form (n, d)—are changed to refer to nodes of the SDG.
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bility problems have been presented: the Tabulation Algorithm, the Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm, and the
Demand-Tabulation Algorithm. The Tabulation and Demand-Tabulation Algorithms are asymptotically faster
than the best previously known algorithm for the realizable-path reachability problem.

In the remainder of this section, we summarize how these ideas relate to previous work.

Previous Interprocedural Dataflow-Analysis Frameworks

The IFDS framework is based on earlier interprocedural dataflow-analysis frameworks defined by Sharir and
Pnueli [31] and Knoop and Steffen [21]. It is basically the Sharir-Pnueli framework with three modifications:

(i) The dataflow functions are restricted to be distributive functions;
(ii) The dataflow domain is restricted to be a subset domain 2D, where D is a finite set;
(iii) There are allowed to be dataflow functions on the E1 edges.

Conditions (i) and (ii) are restrictions that make the IFDS framework less general than the full Sharir-Pnueli
framework. Condition (iii), however, generalizes the Sharir-Pnueli framework and permits it to cover program-
ming languages in which recursive procedures have local variables and parameters (which the Sharir-Pnueli
framework does not).

It can be shown that for distributive problems, condition (iii) is a generalization of a previous extension—by
Knoop and Steffen—to the Sharir-Pnueli framework in order to permit it to cover programming languages in
which recursive procedures have local variables and call-by-value parameters [21]. (Knoop and Steffen observed
that the summary function for a return-site node must combine the dataflow information that holds at the corre-
sponding call node with the dataflow information that holds at the exit node of the called procedure. Intuitively,
the dataflow information that holds at the return-site node is a combination of the information about local vari-
ables that holds at the corresponding call—those variables are not visible to the called procedure and therefore
cannot be affected by the call—with the information about global variables that holds at the end of the called pro-
cedure.)

The IFDS problems can be solved by a number of previous algorithms, including the “elimination”, iterative,
and “call-strings” algorithms given by Sharir and Pnueli [31]. However, for general IFDS problems both the iter-
ative and call-strings algorithms can take exponential time in the worst case. Knoop and Steffen give an algo-
rithm similar to Sharir and Pnueli’s “elimination” algorithm [21]. The efficiencies of the Sharir-Pnueli and
Knoop-Steffen elimination algorithms depend, among other things, on the way functions are represented. No
representations are discussed in [31] and [21]. However, even if representation relations (as defined in Section
3.1) are used, because the Sharir-Pnueli and Knoop-Steffen algorithms manipulate functions as a whole, rather
than element-wise, for distributive and h-sparse problems, they are not as efficient as the algorithms given in Sec-
tions 4 and 6.

The Tabulation Algorithm can be thought of as a specialization for IFDS problems of the Sharir-Pnueli itera-
tive algorithm. The main differences introduced in the Tabulation Algorithm are:

• The use of representation relations as a compact way of representing functions.
• “Point-wise” tabulation, rather than tabulation on the basis of set-valued arguments. That is, PathEdge is a

subset of N # × N #; the Sharir-Pnueli iterative algorithm tabulates a subset of N * × 2D × 2D.
• Summary edges are introduced to avoid redundant work at call sites when path edges of the form

((s p, d1), (e p, d2)) are discovered.

When compared with the algorithms of Callahan and Horwitz-Reps-Binkley, the key feature that causes our algo-
rithms to have better worst-case running times is the idea (in “forward algorithms”, such as the Tabulation Algo-
rithm) that the only anchor sites are nodes in G#

IP of the form (s p, d). This idea falls out naturally from the algo-
rithms of Sharir and Pnueli.

Logic-Programming Implementations of Interprocedural Dataflow-Analysis Algorithms

The work described in the present paper was originally motivated by the desire to generalize to a broader class of
dataflow-analysis problems the ideas described by Reps in [28]. Reps’s paper shows how locally separable prob-
lems in the Sharir-Pnueli framework can be encoded so that they can be solved by evaluating a program with a
bottom-up logic-programming system. (With a slight extension, locally separable problems in the Knoop-Steffen
framework can be handled, as well.) By making use of the “Magic-sets” transformation [29,2,3], demand
dataflow-analysis algorithms are obtained automatically.

In the present paper we have not made use of logic-programming terminology, nor have we stated explicitly
how the techniques developed in the present paper generalize the approach taken in Reps’s paper. Suffice it to
say that, using the transformation of IFDS problems to realizable-path reachability problems described in Section
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3.2, the algorithms from Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 have implementations as logic programs similar to the algorithms
given in [28]. Thus, the work reported in this paper shows how to extend the logic-programming-based approach
to implementing dataflow-analysis algorithms to all IFDS problems.

One advantage of the approach adopted in the present paper is that it makes our results more accessible to peo-
ple who implement in imperative programming languages. All of the algorithms in the paper are given in a style
that permits straightforward implementation in an imperative language. In particular, our description of the
Demand-Tabulation Algorithm is far simpler than the demand algorithm that results from applying the Magic-
sets transformation to a logic program that implements the Tabulation Algorithm.

Dataflow Analysis and Graph-Reachability Problems

Many dataflow-analysis algorithms can be classified as either iterative algorithms [32,20], elimination algorithms
[7,13], or reachability algorithms [8,9,6]. Sharir and Pnueli presented two iterative algorithms for the problems
in their framework [31]. Our work shows that a large subclass of the problems in the Sharir-Pnueli and Knoop-
Steffen frameworks can also be posed as graph-reachability problems.

Other work on solving dataflow-analysis problems by reducing them to reachability problems has been done
by Kou [23] and Cooper and Kennedy [8,9]. In each case a dataflow-analysis problem is solved by first building
a graph—derived from the program’s flow graph and the dataflow functions to be solved—and then performing a
reachability analysis on the graph by propagating simple marks. (This contrasts with standard iterative tech-
niques, which propagate sets of values over the flow graph.)

Kou’s paper addresses the intraprocedural live-variable problem [23], although his ideas immediately carry
over to all the intraprocedural separable problems.

Cooper and Kennedy showed how certain flow-insensitive interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems could be
converted to reachability problems [9,8]. Because they deal only with flow-insensitive problems, the solution
method involves ordinary reachability rather than the more difficult question of reachability along realizable
paths.

Demand Dataflow Analysis

With the exception of the paper by Reps discussed above [28], previous work on demand-driven dataflow analy-
sis has dealt only with the intraprocedural case [1,35].

The work reported in the present paper complements previous work on the intraprocedural case in the sense
that our approach to obtaining algorithms for demand-driven dataflow-analysis problems applies equally well to
intraprocedural dataflow analysis. However, in intraprocedural dataflow analysis all paths in the flow graph are
(statically) valid paths; for this reason, previous work on demand-driven intraprocedural dataflow analysis does
not extend well to the interprocedural case, where the notion of valid paths is important.

A recent paper by Duesterwald, Gupta, and Soffa discusses a very different approach to (intraprocedural)
demand dataflow analysis [10]. For each query of the form “Is fact d in the solution set at node x?”, a set of
dataflow equations is set up on the flow graph (but as if all edges were reversed). The flow functions on the
reverse graph are the (approximate) inverses of the original forward functions. (A special function—derived
from the query—is used for the reversed flow function of node x.) These equations are then solved using a
demand-driven fixed-point finding procedure to obtain a value for the start node. The answer to the query (true
or false) is determined from the value so obtained.

In one way, the Duesterwald-Gupta-Soffa approach is more general than ours because they handle distributive
functions on arbitrary domains, while we handle only finite power-set domains. However, Duesterwald, Gupta,
and Soffa only briefly discuss how their technique might be extended to handle interprocedural dataflow-analysis
problems, and it is not really clear from the extensions they outline for the interprocedural case whether the algo-
rithm obtained will properly account for valid paths.

Although the formal framework used by Duesterwald, Gupta, and Soffa and the one developed in the present
paper are very different (Galois connections versus realizable-path reachability problems), there is a natural cor-
respondence between the reversal of representation relations and the approximate inverses used in their work.
This connection is beyond the scope of this paper. Howev er, we believe that the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm
provides (in graph-reachability terms) the appropriate extension of their work to the interprocedural case in a way
that properly takes into account valid paths.

Another point of contrast between their work and ours is that we have giv en a caching demand algorithm,
while their (intraprocedural) method does not appear to permit information to be accumulated over successive
queries. The reason is that the equations for a given query are tailored to that particular query and are slightly
different from the equations for all other queries. As a consequence, answers and intermediate values previously
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computed for other queries cannot be reused.
A final point of contrast has to do with the “early-cut-off” optimization proposed by Duesterwald, Gupta, and

Soffa. Their algorithm stops—and returns false—whenever a certain distinguished value (“double- ”) arises.
Similarly, it would be possible to halt the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm and return true if the source of an edge
in RealizablePath or PathEdge is ever of the form (m, Λ), because if this happens there must be a realizable path
from (smain, Λ) to query-node (x, d1). However, this optimization would preclude reuse of information because it
leaves the PathEdge and SummaryEdge sets in an inconsistent state; reusing the sets could cause the wrong
answer to be reported on a subsequent query.

Nevertheless, the modifications to the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm described in Section 6.2 do introduce a
form of early cut-off that is compatible with the reuse of information: The algorithm does not explore the prede-
cessors of a node already marked Reachable or NotReachable. This feature of the algorithm is, in fact, vitally
important; it is the feature that enables the Demand-Tabulation Algorithm to have the same-total-cost property
with respect to the Tabulation Algorithm.

Constant Propagation

Several different algorithms for interprocedural constant propagation were presented by Callahan, Cooper,
Kennedy, and Torczon in [5]. It is interesting to compare the accuracy and costs of their methods with the con-

stant-propagation problems that fit into the IFDS framework.10

The most powerful method considered in [5], symbolic interpretation, does not fit into the IFDS framework,
both because the functions are not distributive, and because the domain is infinite. Their next best method is
pass-through constant propagation enhanced with “return jump functions”[14]. This method is of particular
interest because experimental evidence indicates that pass-through constant propagation may be as good as sym-
bolic interpretation in practice [14]. A similar—but slightly more accurate—problem can be expressed as a
locally separable IFDS problem. (The IFDS version is also more general because it handles recursion. Because
[5,14] were working with Fortran programs, they were able to assume that the programs were non-recursive, and
their method for computing return jump functions relied on that fact.) The cost of performing pass-through con-
stant propagation using the method proposed in [5,14]—including the cost of building jump functions—is
O(ED). Because the IFDS version is locally separable, the cost of our method is also O(ED).

Another kind of constant propagation, copy constant propagation (discussed in Appendix A) falls in between
pass-through constant propagation and symbolic interpretation in accuracy. Although copy constant propagation
is not locally separable, it is 1-sparse, and parameter B equals 1. Therefore the cost is O(Call D3 + ED2). The
cost can be specified more precisely by observing that the propagation of one literal is independent of the propa-
gation of all other literals. Thus, the Tabulation Algorithm acts as if it were solving Literal independent prob-
lems, where Literal is the number of distinct literals that appear in the program text. Letting Varsmax be the max-
imum number of variables visible in any procedure, the total cost for copy constant propagation is bounded by
O(Literals (Call Vars3

max + E Vars2
max)).

Extensions and Other Contexts

Finally, we note two other contexts in which the ideas developed in this paper should prove useful:

(i) In elimination-based dataflow techniques it is necessary to have an efficient representation for the composi-
tions of functions [7,13]. Thus, the representation described in Section 3.1 also has applications for repre-
senting distributive functions in conjunction with standard elimination algorithms.

(ii) Recently, Khedker and Dhamdhere [19] have put forward a theory of bidirectional dataflow-analysis prob-
lems. In bidirectional problems, information is permitted to flow both forwards and backwards along flow-
graph edges. Khedker and Dhamdhere confine their attention to intraprocedural separable bidirectional prob-
lems. Although Khedker and Dhamdhere do not use graph-reachability terminology, their worklist algorithm
can be considered as such (i.e., their value TOP corresponds to “not reachable”; BOT corresponds to “reach-
able”).

Although (in our terminology) Khedker and Dhamdhere generate their graph-reachability problem by, in a
sense, treating the underlying flow graph as an undirected graph, this is probably an inessential detail. Our
algorithms can be applied whenever a correspondence between solutions to bidirectional dataflow-analysis
problems and realizable-path reachability problems can be established. Once a realizable-path reachability

10There is no discussion of aliasing in [5], and in this comparison, we will assume that programs are alias-free.
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problem is in hand, the Tabulation, Compressed-Tabulation, and Demand-Tabulation algorithms (or perhaps
slight notational variants of them) can be used to solve it. Consequently, we expect that the ideas developed
in this paper will permit defining a natural class of interprocedural bidirectional problems that can be solved
efficiently using our techniques.
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Appendix A: Distributive but Non-Separable Dataflow-Analysis Problems

In this appendix we define several dataflow problems that are ∪ -distributive (and h-sparse) but not separable. In
each case we give a brief description of the problem, we specify the problem domain D, and the problem direc-
tion (forward or backward). We also describe the dataflow functions that would be associated with E1 edges
(edges from a call to the corresponding return-site), the transfer functions T (the functions that map dataflow val-
ues across call and return edges), and say what the constants B and h are for each problem instance. For simplic-
ity, our definitions are formulated for call-by-value or call-by-value-result parameter passing. Finally, we giv e
the dataflow functions that would be associated with some example program statements, as well as the graph rep-
resentations of the functions. In each case, the functions could be associated with either the incoming or the out-
going edges of the nodes that represent the statements; in the former case, the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution
for node n would be the information true after n executes, while in the latter case it would be the information true
before n executes. (For backward problems, we assume that the edges of the program’s flowgraph are reversed,
and that the roles of the procedures’ start and exit nodes, as well as the roles of the call and return-site nodes, are
also reversed. Thus, the outgoing edges of node n for a backward problem are the incoming edges for a forward
problem.)

Truly-Live Variables

The truly-live variables problem is a variation on the standard live-variables problem; every truly-live variable is
also live, but not vice versa [12]. Variable x is considered to be truly-live at flowgraph node n if there is a path
from n to the end of the program on which x is used before being defined, and the use is either in a predicate, in
an output statement, or in an assignment statement that defines a truly-live variable.

For each procedure p, domain D p is the set of variables visible in p; the direction is backward. An E1 edge
function is the identity function restricted to the variables that are not visible in the called procedure (because
those variables’ liveness status cannot be affected by the call). The transfer functions for both calls and returns
map global variables to themselves, and map actuals to formals and vice versa depending on their parameter-
passing modes (for example, for call-by-value parameters, actuals will be mapped to formals but not vice versa).
B is the maximum number of times the same actual parameter appears in a single call (for example, for the call
P(x, y, x), B = 2). Because the indegree of every node in an edge function’s representation relation is at most 2,
ev ery problem instance is 2-sparse.

statement output(x) x : = y + z if (x < y)

function λ S. S ∪ { x } λ S. if x ∈S then
(S − { x }) ∪ { y, z }

else S

λ S. S ∪ { x, y }

graph
representation Λ x    y    z

o ooo

o ooo

Λ x    y    z

o ooo

o ooo

Λ x    y    z
o ooo

o ooo

Copy Constant Propagation

Copy constant propagation is a simple kind of constant propagation in which no expressions are evaluated.
Therefore, a variable is only discovered to be constant if it is assigned a literal value, or it is assigned the value of
another variable that is known to be constant [11, pp. 660].

The natural way to specify the problem is to use intersection as the meet operator (the “must-be-constant”
problem). To solve the problem using the algorithms described in this paper, it must be transformed into the cor-
responding ∪ -distributive problem: the may-not-be-constant problem. The information given below is for the
transformed version of the problem.

For each procedure p, domain D p is the set of pairs of the form: <x, v>, for all visible variables x and all liter-
als v that occur in the program. The direction is forward. The E1 edge functions and the transfer functions are
similar to those described above for the truly-live variable problem: information about variables that are not visi-
ble to the called procedure is “copied” across the E1 edge; information about globals is “passed” across call and
return edges, as is appropriate information about parameters. Again, B is the maximum number of times the
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same actual parameter appears in a single call. Because the indegree of every node in an edge function’s repre-
sentation relation is at most 1, every problem instance is 1-sparse.

In the functions given below, we use the notation “< x, * >” to mean all pairs with x as the first component.

statement x : = 5 x : = y x : = y + 1

function λ S. (S ∪ { < x, * > })
− { < x, 5 > }

λ S. (S − { < x, * > })
∪ { < x, v > | < y, v > ∈S }

λ S. S ∪ { < x, * > }

graph
representation Λ x,1  x,5  y,1  y,5

o o o o o

o o o o o

Λ x,1  x,5  y,1  y,5

o o o o o

o o o o o

Λ x,1  x,5  y,1  y,5

o o o o o

o o o o o

May-Alias Pairs

A pair of expressions < e1, e2 > (interpreted as r-values) may be aliased at flowgraph node n if there is some path
to n that causes e1 and e2 to be aliases.

We only know how to express the may-alias-pairs problem in the IFDS framework for a language limited to

one-level pointers and procedures with no local variables or parameters.11 In this case, the (single) domain D is
the set of pairs of the form <a, b>, for all pointer variables a and b of the same type, or of the form <a, &x>, for
all pointer variables a and scalar variables x of the type pointed to by a. (For simplicity, we assume that the pairs
are unordered, so if e1 and e2 are aliased, this is denoted either by <e1, e2> or by <e2, e1>.) The direction is for-
ward. Every E1 edge function is the constant function λ S. ∅ (since there are only global variables, all alias pairs
can be affected by the call), and every transfer function is the identity function λ S. S. For every problem
instance, B = 1 and h = 1.

In the functions given below, variables a and b are pointers to some type t, and variable x is a scalar of type t.
We use the notation “< e, * >” to mean all pairs that include e as one component.

statement a : = b a : = &x

function λ S. ((S − { < a, * >  })
∪ { < a, b > })
∪ { < a, v > | < b, v > ∈S and v ≠ a }

λ S. ((S − { < a, * >  })
∪ { < a, &x > })
∪ { < a, v > | < &x, v > ∈S and v ≠ a }

graph
representation Λ a,b  a,&x  b,&x

o o o o

o o o o

Λ a,b  a,&x  b,&x

o o o o

o o o o

Must-Alias Pairs

The must-alias-pairs problem is the same as the may-alias-pairs problem except that an alias must hold on all
paths. The table given below is for the ∪ -distributive version of the problem (the may-not-be-aliased problem).
The E1 edge functions, the transfer functions, and the constants B and h are the same as for the may-alias-pairs
problem.

11Landi and Ryder [24] gav e an algorithm to find the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to the may-alias-pairs problem in the presence of local
variables and parameters; however, their solution involves non-distributive functions, and thus does not fit into the IFDS framework.
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statement a : = b a : = &x

function λ S. (S − { < a, * >  })
∪ { < a, v > | < b, v > ∈S and v ≠ a }

λ S. (S − { < a, * >  })
∪ { < a, v > | < &x, v > ∈S and v ≠ a }

graph
representation Λ a,b  a,&x  b,&x

o o o o

o o o o

Λ a,b  a,&x  b,&x

o o o o

o o o o
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Appendix B: Index of Terms and Notation

[[R]] Definition 3.2
anchor site Section 4.1
B Definition 2.4
BackwardTabulateSLRPs Figure 9
C Definition 2.4
C# Definition 3.8
caching demand algorithm Section 6
Call Definition 2.1
call edge Definition 2.1
call node Definition 2.1
calledProc Definition 2.1
callers Definition 2.1
composition, of two relations Definition 3.4
Compress Figure 6
CompressedEdges Figure 6
Compressed-Tabulation Algorithm Figure 6
corresponding (call and

return edges) Definition 2.1
demand algorithm Section 6
Demand-Tabulation Algorithm Figures 9 and 11
D Definition 2.4
D p Definition 2.4
E Section 4.1
E0

p Definition 2.1
E1

p Definition 2.1
e p Definition 2.1
E p Definition 2.1
E# Definition 3.8
E* Definition 2.1
E0 Definition 2.1
E1 Definition 2.1
E2 Definition 2.1
edge set Definition 2.1
empty path Definition 2.2
endpoints, of path Definition 2.2
Exit Definition 2.1
exit node Definition 2.1
exploded super-graph Definition 3.8
F Definition 2.4
fg Definition 2.1
flow graph Definition 2.1
ForwardTabulateAllSLRPs Figure 14
ForwardTabulateSLRPs Figure 4
G p Definition 2.1
G#

IP Definition 3.8
G* Definition 2.1
h-sparse problem Definition 3.11
IFDS problem Definition 2.4
interpretation, of a relation Definition 3.2
interprocedural, finite, distributive,

subset problem Definition 2.4

interprocedurally valid path Definition 2.3
IP Definition 2.4
IsMemberOfSolution Figure 11
IVP Definition 2.3
k Definition 2.1
locally separable problem Definition 3.12
M Definition 2.4
meet-over-all-valid-paths solution Definition 2.6
MVPn Definition 2.6
N Section 4.1
N p Definition 2.1
N # Definition 3.8
N * Definition 2.1
node set Definition 2.1
path Definition 2.2
path edge Section 4
PathEdge Figures 4 and 9
path function Definition 2.5
pred0,1,2 Definition 2.1
Propagate Figure 4
R f Definition 3.1
ReachedFromViaRealizablePath Section 7.1
realizable path Definition 3.9
RealizablePath Figures 7 and 11
representation relation Definition 3.1
Ret Definition 2.1
return edge Definition 2.1
return-site node Definition 2.1
s p Definition 2.1
same-level valid path Definition 2.3
same-level realizable path Definition 3.9
same-total-cost property Definition 6.2
SLIVP Definition 2.3
SolveViaCompression Figure 6
SolveViaTabulation Figure 4
source Definition 2.1
sparse Definition 3.11
Start Definition 2.1
start node Definition 2.1
succ0,1,2 Definition 2.1
summary edge Section 4
SummaryEdge Figures 4 and 9
super-graph Definition 2.1
T Definition 2.4
Tabulation Algorithm Figure 4
target Definition 2.1
Tr Definition 2.4
valid path Definition 2.3
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